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Pervasive computing environments enable access to diverse resources and services over networked computing systems. Mobile systems have the potential to be very active participants in such environments as resource providers, since they are in widespread use, and can sense and exchange their operating environments’ context data. Service-oriented computing has emerged as an important paradigm in pervasive computing, because it packages heterogeneous resources as services that are discoverable, accessible, and reusable. Services offered by potentially multiple devices can be composed to create a new value-added service. Service provision through service composites is explored in this thesis, particularly in pervasive environments where service providers are mobile and communicate with each other in an ad hoc manner.

Mobile service providers are free to join and leave a system, making the availability of the services they provide unpredictable. Service execution may fail because of a previously available service provider’s absence at runtime. There is significant potential for improving overall service quality in real-time services provisioning by re-composing better services from the environment including those that may have appeared even during service execution. Mobility also changes the network topology and the links between services, which can lead to execution path loss, and in turn composition failures at runtime. Thus, service composition requires a comprehensive and dynamic discovery model to reason about an appropriate combination of services that match the given functionality, as well as an efficient mechanism that adapts composite services to dynamic environments.

Existing research on service-oriented computing has led to automatic planning, adaptive composition and composition recovery to tackle dynamic environments, but requires global service knowledge or a view of the real-time service links. Given mobile devices’ limited communication ranges, the network topology changes quickly when devices are roaming, and keeping such system views up-to-date leads to additional communication, maintenance overhead, and may delay the composition process.

This thesis presents a fully decentralized services composition model that supports flexible service discovery and execution in mobile pervasive environments. The model is goal-driven, focusing on time-efficient service provisioning to reduce the interference
of topology changes. This goal-driven approach achieves flexible service discovery by dynamically planning a service workflow, which supports not only sequential service composites but also complex composites such as parallel or hybrid service flows. Service links’ reliability and quality of service issues are considered when selecting services for invocation, which reduces the possibility of execution failures and the effort required for maintaining backup services for composition recovery. If necessary, failure recovery is attempted by adaptable OR-split transitions in the service workflow.

The model has been evaluated using both simulation and a prototype case study. Evaluation metrics include measurements of composition success rates under various mobility models, and the composition model’s scalability and performance. Simulation results illustrate both the strengths and the limitations of the proposed mechanism in dynamic pervasive computing environments, under different network density and composite complexity conditions. The prototype case study demonstrates this approach’s feasibility on real mobile devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Pervasive computing environments enable access to diverse resources and information over a networked computing system. Such a system includes traditional computers as well as embedded devices, information appliances, and sensors [Brønsted et al., 2010, Weiser, 1991]. During the last decade, breakthroughs in achieving faster and energy-efficient wireless communication as well as smarter and thinner embedded devices have accelerated human users’ shift away from traditional computers and towards mobile and embedded devices for resource access and information sharing. Mobile devices support a wide perspective on the environment with context-aware functionality, such as multi-modal mobile-sensing and ambient proximity social sharing [Conti and Giordano, 2014], which raises the potential for mobile devices to be active participants in pervasive computing environments as resource and context information providers. This potential leads to increasing attention to mobility issues in pervasive computing research.

1.1 Service-Oriented Computing

Pervasive computing environments have evolved from closed (special purpose) and static to open and dynamic (mobile) [Brønsted et al., 2010, Ibrahim and Mouel, 2009]. A mobile pervasive computing environment can include a large number of third-party mobile entities (e.g., wearable technologies, smart phones, etc.). As modern wireless communication technology facilitates wireless data exchange for mobile users, various information captured by smart mobile devices like news, locations, air quality, reviews,
routes/directions, and even parking/loading data, can be shared through wireless networks [Khan et al., 2013, Lane et al., 2010, Perera et al., 2015]. Service-oriented computing (SOC) is at the forefront of enabling access to such shared information for pervasive computing environments [Ibrahim and Mouell 2009, Raychoudhury et al., 2013], packaging heterogeneous resources as services that are discoverable, accessible, and reusable. It also provides unifying interfaces for services to ease users’ access via communication networks. To address a particular user requirement, a combination of multiple services may be required, and so a fully-functional service composition process will tackle complex user requests with flexible composition of value-added services. Required functionalities such as information query and concierge-like services can be complex and mutable, making it difficult for a single mobile device to handle as it may have inadequate functionality or computing resources. Open and dynamic pervasive computing environments should compose functionalities from heterogeneous mobile devices that have the potential to collaborate.

This thesis focuses on service provision through service composites, particularly in pervasive environments where service providers are mobile and communicate with each other in an ad hoc manner. A pure ad hoc network is considered in this thesis, but the process remains the same for all public environments where a central admission cannot be assumed.

1.2 Challenges

Given the environment’s openness and dynamism, service composition processes face significant challenges (as illustrated in Figure 1.1). The primary challenges are:

C.1 Inadequate conceptual composites

A conceptual composite is an abstract model that states a specific functionality as a series of service requirements, each of which indicates that a concrete service will be used. General service composition relies on previously generated conceptual composites and assigns service providers at runtime to complete them. However, in an open environment, services of interest are independently deployed and maintained by different mobile devices so that a conceptual composite for a particular
Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Composition-based service provisioning challenges in open and dynamic pervasive computing environments

functionality is not always possible. Composition users may provide the conceptual composite as a part of the service request, but such a user-defined composite is likely to be at variance with the operating environment as the environment is dynamic. In addition, a composition user’s awareness on available services is limited by its communication range, so the composition user may have insufficient knowledge about usable services and cannot produce a conceptual composite for service composition. A predefined conceptual composite also removes the possibility of using services that may contribute to the user’s request, but are not outlined in it.

C.2 Limited system knowledge

Service discovery searches for, and selects services that match the required functionality. A service provision system may need to dynamically reason about a functionality and find an appropriate combination of services that supports it when an individual one is unavailable. Having a global system view of the computing environment is beneficial for such a reasoning-based service discovery, since a global service knowledge will facilitate reasoning processes and increase composition success. However, obtaining service knowledge from mobile devices leads to traffic overhead because it relies on multi-hop wireless data transmission and when mobile devices have a limited communication range, there are likely to be a larger number of transmission hops. In addition, maintaining a global system view
can be expensive especially when the service and network topology are frequently changing.

C.3 Unpredictable services availability

Service providers establish a wireless network in ad hoc ways [Brønsted et al., 2010]. Any mobile service provider can offer and drop services, as well as join and leave the network at arbitrary times during execution, making services’ availability unpredictable at runtime. Service execution can fail due to a previously available service’s absence. New service providers can enter the network and offer new services, which brings significant potential for improving overall service quality by re-composing better services from the environment including those that may have appeared even during service execution.

C.4 Unreliable wireless communications

Mobile devices rely on wireless communication channels to exchange service information, bind services, and transfer data during service execution [Ibrahim and Mouel, 2009, Mian et al., 2009]. Wireless communication is likely to be unreliable, and the data packet transmission via the radio channel is sensitive to interference and obstruction, with packet loss comes as a result [Fok et al., 2010]. Efficient interactions between composite participants are required to reduce the dependency on such a communication channel.

C.5 High level of dynamics in execution paths

Service execution requires communications through established wireless links between successive service providers. However, service providers’ mobility leads to network topology changes, which alters such links. Changes to the links make any cached execution path error-prone, which may further result in communication failures and execution path loss during service execution. A composite service must be adaptable to increase the chance that results can be delivered even when a communication channel to a provider drops, or a cached execution fails. Recovering the composition from a failed path in a time- and communication-efficient way is also required to achieve a successful service composition.
1.3 Motivating Scenario: A Smart Public Space

As a motivating scenario, Anne is in a shopping mall’s car park with her 1-year-old son. She would like to order and collect a pack of nappies in a local store, and then go to the nearest baby-changing facility in the mall. She needs a order confirmation for order collection, as well as a step-free route to the store and from there to the baby-changing facility, using her smart watch. The mall offers an official website and a mobile application for information browsing. But Anne’s smart watch is incompatible with the application and its screen is too small to display the graphic route properly.

There is a smart public space system (Figure 1.2) in the mall including various embedded devices owned by customers, shop clerks, taxi drivers, or house keepers, etc. These devices can package their capabilities, like GPS, navigation, translation, facility routing, taxi booking or indoor map to be accessible via network connections. Anne’s smart watch has been configured to incorporate surrounding communication networks to make use of available resources. Thus, her smart watch may be able to directly get a composite service (Figure 1.3) via an ad hoc network that forms from different devices in the
pervasive computing environment, such as a housekeeper’s phone, a nearby car’s satellite
navigator, a shop porter’s smart glasses, a personal shopper’s tablet, etc. The composite
service allows Anne to input only a product name and a quantity number, and returns
an order confirmation code to allow her to collect and pay for her order in-store. The
service also returns an audio route stream that compacts with her smart watch, guiding
her to the store and the baby-changing seat.

This smart public space has the potential to help Anne avoid browsing the website,
increasing the likelihood of matching all her hardware and software capabilities to get
the routing result she needs. However, Anne’s requirements are complex and domain-
crossing such that an exactly defined service composition task may not be flexible enough
to facilitate successful matching between her requirements and the available services in
the environment. To enable service provisioning in such a smart public space, a sys-
tem should be capable of allowing (possibly third-party) service providers to join the
environment, discovering services based on the given requirements in a flexible way, pro-
ducing a service workflow for data transition, and invoking service instances for execu-
tion. Moreover, participant devices that host services are likely owned by heterogeneous
third-parties, such as pedestrians, taxi drivers or housekeepers, and these device owners’
activities are not under obligation to the system. The participant devices, therefore,
may leave the system or drop the service before execution. This thesis assumes that ser-
vices deployed on participant devices are stateless. For successful service provisioning,
the system should support timely service invocation, and be aware of and engage newly

![Figure 1.3: Anne’s service composite](image)
entered devices that have the potential to offer the given functionality throughout the service composition process. In short, the system should address the challenges listed in the previous section.

1.4 Existing Solutions

Service composition’s success in open and dynamic environments is subject to failures that can occur in any phase (Figure 1.1) of the composition process. Support for services provision using composite services in such environments should include both composition process management and failure recovery. Composition process management investigates different ways to organize a composition process to increase composition success. Fault tolerance explores methods to predict potential failures and adapt the composite service for them, or to recover a service composition process from an emerged failure.

1.4.1 Composition Process Management

A service composition process is initiated by the service provision system when a composition request is issued. The process refers to the tasks of reasoning about a composition plan, discovering available services that match the plan, binding the discovered services and invoking service instances. Challenges when designing a service composition process include the question of when and in what order these tasks are performed, which entity in the network executes the tasks, where the service provision system retrieves necessary knowledge to support such execution, and how these tasks are managed. The state of the art for service composition in pervasive environments includes runtime composition reasoning [Hibner and Zielinski, 2007], decentralized service composition [Al-Oqily and Karmouch, 2011], dynamic service binding [Prinz et al., 2008, Wang et al., 2013], weaving the service invocation procedure to the service discovery procedure [Groba and Clarke, 2014], etc., which cope with flexibility and context dynamism. Existing solutions adopt or expand these techniques. The main techniques that addresses the challenges of the target system (Section 1.2) are planning-based service composition and decentralized composition management.

Planning-based service composition differs from traditional matching-based services composition approaches that rely on a given conceptual composite that is made up of a set
of ordered abstract services, and only finds service instances that exactly match the abstract services. Planning-based service discovery is not restricted to exactly matching a composition task, making it more flexible with the potential to a broader scope of services than matching-based services composition. Planning-based service composition solutions extend conceptual composites or use AI planning algorithms to increase flexibility. Conceptual composite extensions uses a one-to-more matchmaking scheme for service composition, which means one abstract service may match a combination of services [Al-Oqily and Karmouch, 2011, Kalasapur et al., 2007, Liu et al., 2015a, Rodriguez-mier et al., 2012, Thomas et al., 2009]. However, this model still requires a conceptual composite that is planned based on offline service information, which may be out of date. On the other hand, AI planning algorithms are goal-oriented, automatically creating abstract composites (composition tasks) during service discovery, selecting services that matches each composition task, and finalising the composites by invoking selected service instances at runtime. Some of them can support various service workflows other than sequential workflows but require planning infrastructures [Furno and Zimeo, 2014, Gharzouli and Boufaida, 2011, Khakhkhar et al., 2012, Liu et al., 2015b, Ukey et al., 2010] or a global knowledge base [Khakhkhar et al., 2012, Oh et al., 2008, Ren et al., 2011, Ukey et al., 2010].

Decentralized composition management [Prinz et al., 2008, Schuler et al., 2004, Sen et al., 2008] distributes a conceptual composite to different participants, each of which carries out a part of the abstract services. In general, overall service invocation starts only after every abstract service in the composite has been bound to a provider [Artail et al., 2008, He et al., 2008]. This protects a composition from unnecessary invocation and execution when some of the required providers are non-existent [Sen et al., 2008]. However, even when each required provider has been located and bound, the composition can still fail because of absent service providers at runtime. Minimizing the impact of service availability has been explored by employing on-demand service binding [Groba and Clarke, 2014]. On-demand service binding assigns a provider to an abstract service just before it has to execute. Existing approaches have explored on-demand service binding in two directions: one discovers a set of providers for every required service as allocation candidates and maintains these candidates until one of them is invoked for execution, and the other discovers a provider at runtime and invoke its service immediately after the provider is found. However, using allocation candidates [Prinz et al., 2008, Schuler et al., 2014].
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2004 requires additional monitoring effort to keep the list of candidates up to date, and limits the chance of engaging better providers that may appear in the environment after all the allocation candidates for a service are determined. On-demand service binding [Groba and Clarke, 2014] can obtain real-time service provider information by runtime service discovery. It reduces composition latency by coupling the composition process with the invocation of services. However, the on-demand service binding approach relies on exactly matching functionalities and predefined conceptual composites for service discovery, which reduces flexibility. Moreover, it assumes broadcast-based service discovery, and provides no means to prevent a service composition request flooding the network. Furthermore, it migrates composition processes along the direction of data flow, which may mean the system invokes a final provider a long distance from, or a bad transmission channel to, the user. This increases the cost of routing the composition result back to the user.

In summary, there is a lack of a service composition process to resolve clients’ diverse composition requests, by using only participant providers’ local service information. Its service discovery method should be infrastructure-free, aware of new service provider that newly emerges, and can control discovery message flooding to reduce congestion in the network.

1.4.2 Fault Tolerance

Research on fault tolerance in services composition focuses on failure prevention and composition recovery. Failure prevention approaches tend to anticipate composition failures and update the composite service, which requires continuous observation of changes in the operating environment throughout the overall composition process and the adaptation of the composite to observed changes [Prochart et al., 2007, Schuler et al., 2004]. Observations on the operating environments are normally achieved by sending probe messages to composition participants to assess the allocated services’ availability and the validity of links between service providers [Prinz et al., 2008, Schuler et al., 2004]. As the operating environment is highly dynamic, an early failure prediction tends to be inaccurate. Such a prediction is likely to lead to unnecessary adaptation. On the other hand, a just-recently-detected impending failure leaves very limited time for a composite service to update itself. Failure prevention may fail if a composite has not completed
when a failure occurs, and in turn cause composition disruption. Compositions can be recovered by discovering service providers to replace failed ones \cite{Gu:2006, Prinz:2008, Zhou:2011} or by selecting a backup composite for re-execution \cite{Hibner:2007, Jiang:2007}. However, discovering new service providers is inefficient and can delay the composition result. Keeping backup composites avoids the runtime cost of communication for rediscovery, but it may cost the system more effort to maintain these backups.

### 1.4.3 Research Gaps and Observations


Taking full advantage of the mobile and wireless technology advances and opportunities in open, dynamic pervasive computing environments will therefore require the development of new, more appropriate, service composition models that provide:

1) flexible decentralized composition of services on mobile devices. The target network that is established by ad hoc connected mobile devices is infrastructure-less, requiring that the process performs in a decentralized manner. Models are also required to streamline to achieve efficient composition.
2) dynamic adaptation of the combination of services as appropriate to the service providers’ and the environment’s changing situation. Where there are constraints such as timeliness, differing data flows and combinations of services, will be appropriate under different circumstances. Models are required to quantify services’ and their combinations’ characteristics (e.g., service availability, execution path reliability) and to adapt as appropriate to environmental factors.

1.4.4 Research Questions

This thesis explores the question of how to enable service provisioning through composite services in open and dynamic pervasive computing environments. This question can be decomposed into:

**RQ.1** how to discover service providers relying on limited system knowledge to trade off successful service discovery with time and traffic cost?

**RQ.2** how to plan a service composite that is sufficiently up-to-date and flexible to support appropriate decomposition of a user requirement and to manage overall quality of service of the service composition such that the executing system will adapt appropriately to changing environmental factors?

**RQ.3** what adaptation model will be required to re-compose service capabilities depending on not only individual service’s quality but also the composite service’s reliability, and that will itself, behave in a timely and communication-efficient fashion?

1.5 Thesis approach

The effectiveness of service provisioning can be affected by the complexity of the composite service, the length of service provider links, composition latency, composition distribution, and the cost of failure prevention and recovery. Specifically, a list of objectives is illustrated, based on investigations on the state of the art solutions.

**O.1** A service execution path contains logically linked services. Such service providers are connected in an ad hoc manner, depending on mediators to relay messages.
With more mediators for a logical service link, more message forwarding will be required, and such a link may be error-prone because of unstable wireless channels. Further, traditional distributed service composition requires four message transmission: to route a composition request, to locate a service provider, to bind the service provider, and to invoke its service instance. Frequent message transmission over unreliable links is at high risk of packet loss. This work aims to reduce dependency on wireless transmission and the number of message routing hops.

O.2 Composition latency is also an important factor that affects the Quality of Service (QoS) and the success of service provisioning [Groba and Clarke, 2011]. Service providers are grouped to support a composite of their services. As the providers may be mobile, the group may change over time with regard to the participants’ topology, and the longer each participant has to wait for execution the more deviations of the composite from the initial one are likely to occur. Such deviations may imply longer service links or even service absences, which can delay messages that pass through the service provider links, and so lower the composite service’s quality, increasing the latency of the composition result [Friedman et al., 2007]. Even worse, the composite service may be invalid in terms of service availability, or service link availability. This work’s goal is to design a service composition model that always use current service information to support service selection, and minimize standby duration for selected service providers.

O.3 Complex composite services are likely to have long service execution paths, or complicated control logic, which may cause time-consuming execution. In addition, given the fact that any participant has the opportunity to change their status (i.e., location, speed, and service availability) over time, a complex composite service is likely to be under threat of failure caused by network status changes. This work explores a service composition model that can appropriately decouple user requests to satisfy required functionality with a simplest possible composition result.

O.4 Composition distribution refers to the question of where the service specification is registered and who manages the composition process. Generally, the more centralized a service composition process is, the more communication overhead for its maintenance in dynamic environments, and the less communication required for service searching [Raychoudhury et al., 2013]. In a highly dynamic environment,
the benefit of efficient communication for service searching could be outweighed by the maintenance cost. This work aims to self-organise the composition process while leveraging an efficient search mechanism.

O.5 Fault tolerance handles faults that (possibly) emerge during service composition by replacing (potential) failed service providers or a fragment of the service execution path which is invalid. Preventive failure recovery requires prediction about potential failures, and continuous composition re-planning of the service execution path. Reactive failure recovery does not include a process to monitor operating environments. It adapts the composite service after a failure emerges, however, has more recovery delay than preventive failure recovery. We adapt a service composite to changing environments to prevent failures without affecting executed or currently executing services. A lightweight mechanism is considered to recover a service composite from failures.

In short, this thesis aims to select a set of services that support the required functionality and to compose them in a decentralized manner, trading off flexibly time-efficient failure recovery with cost. It explores decentralized service discovery based on AI-planning to dynamically retrieve up-to-date service specification (Objective O.3 and O.4). As later services are combined, there is less time for the service combination to change (Objective O.2), and composite service construction is explored to act only when a service is about to be invoked [Groba and Clarke, 2014]. This thesis focuses on the runtime changes to a composite service, and explores enabling dynamic adaptation for failure prevention without constantly monitoring the participants or composition re-planning, by decoupling and re-organizing the composition planning process (Objective O.1 and O.5). Execution path recovery is also investigated to recover a failed service execution path, and recompose services with minimal re-execution effort (Objective O.5).

1.5.1 A Decentralised Goal-Driven Service Composition

A composition request is resolved using a novel decentralized goal-driven services composition model that decouples the request into a series of sub-goals and uses backward resolution. By locating the final providers first and then the rest of providers, the model considers the routing cost for the delivery of the final composition result when selecting execution paths. During the backward composition resolution process, a request
for sub-goals is issued by service providers, each of which solves at least one sub-goal. This decentralized model means all the providers are responsible for the composition, and admission control migrates from one provider to its subsequent providers, through service invocation. A provider controls the composition by generating a sub-goal and forwarding it across the network during the resolving process, selecting the remaining execution path and invoking a subsequent service during the execution process.

Service binding is postponed and merged with the service invocation process, which reduces interactions for the composition to make progress. Using backward planning and forward binding/invocation, the model requires communication with a service provider only twice: first to discover whether it is a potential service provider and second to execute the composite service by performing service selection, resources locking, and service instance invocation in one communication.

It is possible, if not probable, that a sub-goal could be satisfied by different combinations of services, so a service composition model is likely to have alternative execution paths for service invocation. In the backward composition resolving process, the reliability of each fragment of a service execution path is estimated, and late service binding allows a service composition system to select the most reliable execution path according to the estimated reliability. If necessary, the composition process can go back to a previously executed provider to invoke a new execution path and replace a failed one.

1.6 Thesis Contribution

This thesis proposes a novel Goal-driven service Composition model for Mobile and pervasive computing environments, called GoCoMo. GoCoMo performs service discovery, planning, binding, invocation and adaptation in a fully decentralized manner. The model is goal-driven, and focuses on time-efficient service provisioning to reduce interference from topology changes. GoCoMo achieves flexible service discovery by dynamically backward planning a service workflow, which supports not only sequential service composites but also complex composites such as parallel or hybrid service flows. The service workflow is made up of a set of adaptable fragments, making it more malleable for use in dynamic environments. Service execution paths’ reliability and quality of service issues are considered when selecting services for invocation, which reduces the possibility of
execution failures and the effort required for maintaining backup services for composition recovery. If an execution failure emerges, composition recovery is attempted by adaptable OR-split transitions in the service workflow.

This thesis describes an in-depth study into the area of service composition in dynamic pervasive computing environments, and outlines the following extensions to existing composition models as contributions to knowledge.

- **Heuristic service discovery (RQ.1)**

  Current service discovery in dynamic ad hoc networks is achieved by $n$-hops flooding, multicast routing based on directories, or selective routing based on overlay networks [Mian et al., 2009; Raychoudhury et al., 2013]. Infrastructure-based discovery (directories or overlays) is communication efficient at runtime, but introduces maintenance cost. $n$-hops flooding is infrastructure-less, and existing approaches concretely define $n$, which is inflexible. This thesis explores how to use user-defined composition time constraints, local topology knowledge and backward planning to trade off broadcast traffic overhead with service discovery scope in service planning. The proposed heuristic service discovery prevents a request flooding the network in two ways: 1) estimating routing reliability for a service and stopping unreliable service routing, and 2) anticipating if a fragment of the service path is reachable during execution according to the remaining path’s length and the given time constraints, and dropping request forwarding for unreachable fragments.

- **Support for flexible decentralised composition planning (RQ.2)**

  Existing approaches towards distributed composition planning either handle only sequential service flows for such a composite service, or employ AI planning algorithms that support various service flows but require centralized planning infrastructures. GoCoMo automatically plans for potentially diverse service flows including parallel and hybrid flows, and allows for dynamic selection among them. This model engages providers that are likely to support a given functionality by forming a parallel service flow as a composition candidate which increases composition flexibility, as illustrated in Chapter 2.

---

1 The $n$ is a predefined natural number limits the maximum number of routing hops.
**Selection of adaptable execution fragments (RQ.3)**

Traditional service selection mechanisms that choose a full composite before execution are inflexible as the composite cannot adapt to dynamic environments. Selecting service providers during the service execution process has the potential to adapt the composite service at runtime, but existing approaches select only based on the QoS of each individual service. GoCoMo enables runtime execution fragment selection that decomposes candidate service execution paths into a set of execution fragments and weaves these fragments in a selection process. The proposed selection is according to the path’s pre-estimated runtime reliability, and the fragment can include candidate providers. The selected fragment is also adaptable as 1) when providers enter the system’s scope, they automatically merge with the selected fragment to resolve user requirements, and 2) if candidate providers included in the selected fragment are detected as unavailable, they are removed from the fragment.

**1.7 Thesis Scope**

This work mainly considers service execution time and the length of the link as the factors that influence path reliability. However, path reliability can also be affected by other factors, for example, throughput [Rodriguez-mier et al., 2012], service reputation, service reliability, execution price [Dai et al., 2015], energy, or bandwidth [Efstathiou et al., 2014a]. Energy and bandwidth issues have been discussed as QoS attributes to achieve QoS-based service composition in dynamic ad hoc networks [Efstathiou et al., 2014a, Li et al., 2007, Park and Shin, 2006, Wu and Huang, 2015]. Further research on modelling path reliability in the target environment with more QoS attributes will be required to support more exhaustive reliability estimation, resulting in possibly less composition disruption.

This work discovers services with a combination of multicast routing and constrained flooding. It searches for services by semantic matching the composition goal provided by a client to the input/output (I/O) parameters of a service, but no specific matchmaker (e.g., iSeM, OWLS-SLRlite, COV4SWS, etc.) or Semantic Overlay Networks (SON) is assumed in this work. The feasibility and performance of different semantic matchmakers
has been studied by Klusch [2012], and are outside the scope of this thesis. A SON may introduce maintenance overhead to the system, however, semantic dependency overlays Chen and Clarke [2014] have the potential to be used to support the discovery model described in this thesis, and may achieve more efficient service discovery in a particular scenario where dynamic semantic matchmaking is time intensive.

This thesis focuses on the application-level and addresses the combination of services instead of devices. Service composition can combine services from different devices or the same device. Existing research Bianchini and Antonellis [2008] distinguishes the link that connects services in the same device and that connects services in different devices as inter-peer links and intra-peer links, respectively. Inter-peer service connections and the management of them has not been studied. Analysis of different inter-peer link estimation and management mechanisms Prinz et al. [2008] will be needed to improve the flexibility of GoCoMo.

1.8 Thesis Structure

State of the art Chapter 2 reviews the state of the art and explores how it meets the service composition challenges (Section 1.2) in open and dynamic pervasive computing environments. It applies an assessment metric to review the feasibility of these solutions and classifies them with regard to all the research questions and objectives (Section 1.5). The chapter also assesses how pre-execution composition processes to reduce discovery and planning failures are organised, and how the state of the art deals with message and path loss during service execution.

Design Chapter 3 describes the design objectives and lays out the system model in detail. In particular, it begins by describing the requirements that should be satisfied and the trade-offs based on the analysis in Chapter 2. It then describes the GoCoMo model as a proposed solution to the problem of service composition in open and dynamic pervasive computing.

Implementation Chapter 4 describes the implementation of GoCoMo and introduces a support middleware. It also presents two prototypes. An Android-based prototype
realizes GoCoMo as a middleware application. A C++ implementation integrates Go-
CoMo with the network simulator NS-3 for evaluation. It is realized as an extension
module on the NS-3 platform.

**Evaluation** Chapter 5 evaluates how GoCoMo fulfils the identified challenges and re-
search questions by comparing to baseline solutions from the state of the art. It begins
with the introduction of evaluation metrics for a measurement of GoCoMo and the
baseline approaches in the target environment. Evaluation metrics include measure-
ments of composition success rates under various mobility models, and the composition
model’s scalability and performance. This chapter continues by introducing a proto-
type case study that demonstrates GoCoMo’s feasibility on real mobile devices, and
an simulation-based experiment. Simulation results illustrate both the strengths and
the limitations of GoCoMo, under different network density and composite complexity
conditions.

**Discussion** Chapter 6 analysis this thesis’s achievements, summarises this work and
presents a list of interesting open issues that require further research.
Chapter 2

State of the Art

This chapter surveys current research that explores, to varying degrees, dynamic, mobile-aware service composition. Existing surveys illustrate the maturity of service composition in pervasive computing environments [Ngan and Kanagasabai, 2012, Raychoudhury et al., 2013], P2P networks [Meshkova et al., 2008, Rambold et al., 2009], and mobile ad hoc networks [Cho and Lee, 2005, Christopher N. Ververidis and George C. Polyzos, 2008, Hosseini Seno et al., 2007, Mian et al., 2009]. This chapter extends current surveys with an assessment on how the state of the art approaches achieve flexible service composition in an open and highly dynamic environment. It assesses the related projects in the context of service composition process management and fault tolerance, in each of which a subset of the challenges identified in Section 1.2 is addressed. The structure of the investigation and assessment is presented in Figure 2.1. Firstly, this chapter explores service discovery protocols and the questions of how provider information is discovered, how a composition request is routed to the system, and how a flexible service composite is achieved. It then analyses service binding mechanisms with particular focus on how and when providers are selected and lock their resources for a composition. Next, it assesses how the service execution process is carried out by the systems. Finally, a discussion on fault tolerance for service composition processes is presented.
2.1 Locating a Provider

Service providers specify their local capabilities as services and make this service specification available to service provisioning systems. Service discovery in mobile ad hoc networks includes active search and passive search [Mian et al., 2009]. Reactive discovery (a.k.a., passive search) means that a service provisioning system searches services on an entity (or a set of entities) that previously receives providers’ announcement and caches their service specifications, and proactive discovery (a.k.a., active search) model directly enquiries service providers for their service specification.

Specifically, reactive discovery requires service providers to register service specification to the system by periodic service advertisement. Networked entities in the system cache such advertisements and manage them in a particular structure for quick query. Decentralised caches are attractive in pervasive computing environments, as they better suit mobile environments compared to their centralised counterpart [Mokhtar et al., 2008; Schuler et al., 2004; Zisman et al., 2013] that assumes the presence of a resource-rich, stable repository to cache all the providers. Proactive discovery allows providers to respond to a composition request by replying with their dynamic service specification to the system.

This thesis considers the process for locating providers from two perspectives: how to obtain dynamic service information for composition planning; and how to get current

---

1Active search registers services in the local cache, and search takes place in all nodes by flooding the search message. Passive search registers their services in all nodes, and search takes place in only the local cache. [Mian et al., 2009]
service information in a timely manner when service re-composing is needed to recover a composite service from failures (Challenge C.3, C.4).

2.1.1 Reactive Discovery

DSDM [Artail et al., 2008] is a distributed service discovery model for MANETs. In DSDM, a set of devices are selected as service directories that store registered providers’ information, including provider addresses, the description of service capabilities, and QoS values. Each directory keeps a copy of this information for every registered service provider. As a consequence, any of the registered service providers’ information can be directly fetched by a service requester from the nearest directory. However, such duplicated directories makes the network’s maintenance cost exponentially increases with a growth in the number and density of providers as all the directories have to be refreshed, which results in limited scalability.

Hierarchical service composition [Kalasapur et al., 2007] classifies service providers into four different levels according to their resources and computing capability. Co-located service providers are managed as a hierarchical overlay network. Resource-abundant providers are ranked as high-level and act as parent nodes in this hierarchical network. Parent nodes maintain their offspring nodes’ I/O dependency as a graph, and each of the offspring nodes has limited resource and keeps a subset of the graph. Parent nodes have more system knowledge than their offspring. In this hierarchical model, a system looks for services in the available graph subsets in the service requester’s close vicinity, and traverses the overlay network upwards if the nearby graph subsets have inadequate information to satisfy the service requirements. This model allows networked service providers to maintain a part of the system knowledge depending on their capability. Keeping system knowledge on each service provider up-to-date relies on receiving heartbeat messages from neighbouring service providers to identify their presence. However, updating this hierarchical overlay network may not only need to just modify a local service dependency graph but also to upload the graph to parent nodes, which increases network traffic.

Sadiq et al. [2014] facilitates service composition in MANETs with load-awareness and mobile-awareness. In this model, service providers publish their services to networks in their vicinity. Each participant service provider maintains a service I/O dependency
graph that includes information about neighbouring services providers, the current load of these providers and the temporal/physical distance between services. Based on the dependency graph, services with the shortest temporal distance will get selected to form a composite service. This model supports distributed global knowledge, by which a service composition system uses multiple service I/O dependency graphs stored in different service providers to resolve a composite request, but this has a propagation delay that may outdate service information.

2.1.2 Proactive Discovery

Prinz et al. [2008] relies on potential service providers to respond to service requests with their execution properties and to mark themselves as candidate providers. The request source selects the best performing service provider as the primary provider, and expects the other candidates to monitor the execution of the primary one. This model has no need for service re-discovery to recompose services for failure recovery. Once the primary provider fails, the second-best performing candidate will take on the execution, and be monitored by the rest of the candidates. This solution uses a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to locate potential service providers, so it can prevent expensive directory maintenance. In a DHT-based service discovery system, when a service provider joins the system, it gets assigned a key (hashing value) that corresponds to its service functionality. The system hashes the key and appoints a node in the system as an index to cache the service provider’s information. Functionally equivalent providers tend to be given the same hashing value, so their information is normally stored in the same index node. However, this can make a DHT-based service discovery system brittle in dynamic environments as the system will just lose the possibility of providing a functionality when the corresponding index node departs.

Recent research explores extensions to DHT-based service discovery systems to retain their lightweight approach to maintenance, while preventing functionality loss. Kang et al. [2008] introduces an optimal search that integrates a vicinity service indexes overlay into a DHT overlay network. It is not only the index node but also its neighbouring nodes that keep service provider information for a hash value. Pirrò et al. [2012] combine DHTs with a semantic overlay network, which takes services that have semantically
similar functionality to the requested one into consideration when searching for a service provider. It compromises the problem of functionality loss by expanding service discovery scope, but it comes at the cost of maintaining the semantic overlay network.

Chord4S [He et al., 2013] distributes the descriptions of functionally equivalent services to varying directories to maintain continuously discoverable functionality in open P2P networks.

P2P-SDSD [Bianchini and Antonellis, 2008; Bianchini et al., 2010] enables dynamic service collaboration in P2P networks. It applies a probe-based service query, and a service request is submitted to service providers through previously established semantic links. Semantic links categorise service providers by connecting services that share similar functionality, and get updated when a service provider joins/leaves the category or enables/drops services. Service providers in this model cache the categories, based on which a group of providers for a specific functionality can be quickly located.

SSON [Al-Oqily and Karmouch, 2011] composes networked entities in a decentralized self-organizing manner and addresses seamless media delivery in pervasive environments. SSON requires no previously established discovery infrastructure. However, service providers are assumed to be aware of their geographic locations, and a service request is forwarded to providers’ physical neighbours with a specific geographic angle. In dynamic environments where devices’ geographic locations can change quickly, frequently updating geographic location wastes local computation resources.

A cooperative discovery model [Furno and Zimeo, 2014] provides fully distributed support for unstructured P2P networks. With this model, a service provider receives a composition request and updates it by removing the parts of functionality that can be supported by the provider. Then, the service provider adds itself into a solution table, and forwards it along with the updated request to other providers. This process continues until all the required functionality are cleared and a set of service providers are recorded in the solution table. This model can be built over an existing overlay network (e.g. semantic overlay network or DHT) to improve search efficiency. Furno and Zimeo [2014] additionally proposes an overlay to further increase the search efficiency, which will be discussed in Section 2.2.3.

\[\text{...a geographic angle } [0, 180] \text{ determines the search scope between the media client and the media server}\] [Al-Oqily and Karmouch, 2011]
Opportunistic service composition [Groba and Clarke 2014], similar to SSON, assumes no infrastructure for service discovery. This opportunistic composition model broadcasts composition requests and locates a service provider on-demand. It introduces a cross-layer service discovery that extends traditional broadcast protocols with one-hop acknowledgement messaging. With this cross-layer service discovery model, a service provider is aware of its neighbouring service topology. This topology information enables multicast-based service binding and unbinding which reduces network traffic.

2.1.3 Assessment

In general, a service discovery system can optimize run-time service search by using the previously cached service information (reactive discovery). This reduces communication overhead and discovery delay when locating service providers, but the system has to keep such service information up-to-date. Some approaches rely on service providers’ advertisements to update service information, and if such advertisements are sporadic, the provider’s information may out of date, and if they are too frequent, the energy cost of providers increases and in turn leads to a negative impact on providers’ availability. Therefore, reactive service discovery is less efficient in terms of dynamic maintenance. However, service advertisement facilitates service composition in dynamic environments. A system may need to re-compose better services from the environment, including those that may have appeared even during service execution, aiming to recover from composition failures or improve overall service quality in real-time services provisioning. Thus, the system has to be context-aware. Service advertisement at runtime has the potential to cut down monitoring effort for a composition handler when detecting new, emerged services, and does not require to consider the maintenance problem.

Proactive service discovery gets the dynamic provider information directly from service providers, but may lead to high latency searching. Although there are overlay networks to improve the search speed, high latency searching still exists, especially when a composition requirement is complex. As service execution usually starts when every requested services in a composition has bound to a provider, a delay when searching for a service increases the potential that recently available providers may no longer be available. A complex composition requirement implies more required services. If a discovered provider has left the network before all the requested services are found, using
this provider’s information to finish the remainder composition processes causes faults. Opportunistic service composition [Groba and Clarke 2014] assumes a sub-service in a composite service can execute as long as its required data is provided regardless if all the sub-services are bound to their providers. It uses a service provider once it is located, which reduces the searching delay, but this approach is inflexible in other composition aspects like service composite adaptation that will be discussed in the following sections.

### 2.2 Request Routing

The target environment for this thesis consists of mobile providers connected in an ad hoc manner. Such an environment is multi-hop and infrastructure-less [Alomari and Sumari 2008, Kozat and Tassiulas 2004, Su and Guo 2008], and a composition request needs to be routed to the networked entities that can resolve the request and handle service composition. Existing solutions are classified as controlled flooding, directory-based routing, and overlay-based routing.

Controlled flooding prevents broadcast-based requests flooding the network using imposed limitations, such as the maximum propagation limit for routing. Directory-based routing manages service providers’ information in a set of directories. Depending on the size of the network and the density of available services, a central directory or multiple directories can be applied. This section discusses decentralized directories, and the question of how a request is routed in a network of directories. A centralised directory [Zhu et al. 2003] has obvious limitations in wireless environments as the scale of the network is restricted to the directory carrier devices’ wireless communication range.

Overlay-based routing allows service providers to link to each other through a particular connection (e.g., semantic similarity, dependency, etc.) between them. Thereafter, a service request can be transmitted via these links. This greatly reduces network traffic compared to limited flooding. Some overlay-based routing approaches also employ directories to increase search success or search efficiency. They are classified as hybrid routing and discussed in Section 2.2.4. Request routing approaches are analysed with regard to the question of how to find service providers in a timely fashion, and the cost of the discovery process (Challenge C.2 C.5).
2.2.1 Controlled Flooding

GSD [Chakraborty and Joshi, 2002, 2006] is a distributed service discovery model in pervasive computing environments. Service providers assign a service-group to each of the services they provide, according to service functionality, using a domain-specific tree-like ontology. They advertise their services and corresponding service-groups to their vicinity networks. The service information is cached only by their direct neighbouring nodes, and the service-groups are stored by all the nodes in the vicinity. Such cached service-groups can promote service search, as a node can quickly know if the required functionality can be supported by its local network according to the cached service-groups. If a service request matches a cached service or a cached service-group, the request can be directly routed to the service provider. If there is no matched service-group, the request gets forwarded to the rest of the network. Moreover, to prevent a request flooding the network, a hop-count parameter is used in service requests, which is initialised by a request source and indicates the maximum number of request forwarding permitted. A web service discovery model [del Val et al., 2014] for dynamic environments employs a Time To Live (TTL) parameter to limit request flooding by messages’ transmission time. This is more flexible than GSD, but it only considers the transmission cost for discovering a single service.

Opportunistic service composition [Groba and Clarke, 2014], as mentioned in Section 2.1.2, is based on broadcast for service discovery, but it is not like GSD that uses service advertisement to previously cache service information and build directory networks. Instead, opportunistic composition employs acknowledge messages to collect local network’s topology information while routing request messages. A composition requester can know its communication routes to all the candidate service providers through receiving an acknowledge message from them. The composition requester uses the routes information to release[3] the candidate service providers that will not be executed. However, there is still a risk of flooding the network with request messages and additional communication overhead is introduced by involving acknowledge messages.\footnote{Opportunistic service composition requires service providers to lock their resources for a composition as long as they have received the request of the composition and have committed themselves as candidate providers.}
2.2.2 Directory-Based

Kozat and Tassiulas [2004] distribute a service directory, which achieves scalable, efficient service discovery in MANETs. This work introduces a virtual backbone layer that organizes service directories as a P2P overlay network and builds it above the general service overlays. If a provider registers its service to the network, its registration message will be forwarded to every directory in a virtual backbone layer. In other words, a service specification is duplicated and cached by different directories. Given that MANETs are dynamic, the service information kept in the virtual backbone layer must be renewed when new providers are registered. The virtual backbone layer uses asynchronous updating, which means directories in the layer are asynchronously renewed by spreading registration messages. A service discovery process depending on such a virtual backbone layer requires a service request to flood the backbone layer until a matching service provider is found. Updating directories has to keep up with network changes. However, if the network frequently changes, keeping the whole directory-based virtual backbone up-to-date can be extremely expensive.

Likewise, Hexell [Tyan and Mahmoud, 2005] applies networked directories to maintain a virtual backbone layer, but without requiring all the directories to keep a copy of any individual service specification. Hexell divides an environment into hexagon cells, the size of which is determined by wireless devices’ communication ranges. The service provider that is closest to the centre of a cell is selected as a directory. A selected directory caches information about the service providers that are currently in its responsibility cell. Similar to GSD [Chakraborty and Joshi, 2002, 2006], Hexell groups services using a hierarchy ontology, and organizes services according their groups in a directory. A directory updates and informs the rest of the directories about available groups in its responsibility cell. As a result, a directory located in another cell knows what functionality can be extracted from service providers in each cell through the directory-based virtual backbone layer, and can support global service query for service requesters in its own responsibility cell. This group-based mechanism allows Hexell to update the directory layer potentially less frequently than the network changes, because there is no need for a directory to update the directory layer, if a new service is functionally similar to a service that has already registered to the directory. Hexell’s hexagon cells also
provide a service discovery system with a clear view of the communication distance between service providers through the number of cells a communication crossed, by which a communication-efficient composite of services may be selected. However, a directory node is mobile, and when it is roaming, it is likely to leave the centre of its responsibility cell or even move to another cell. Hexell provides no clarification on how this will affect the service discovery process and how to manage it.

VSD [Kim et al., 2006] encourages resource-rich devices to volunteer for directory duty. Directories are isolated in VSD. They are known mutually only when they have co-registered services. A link is built between directories when they know each other’s presence, and service requests are forwarded to directories based on such links. VSD also has the issue of directory loss due to mobility. Similar to VSD, Kalasapur et al. [2007] considers resource-rich devices as directories. As described in Section 2.1.1, directories are maintained in a hierarchical way, in which service discovery requests travel bottom-up to find a service composite. However, resource-rich nodes are not always possible in mobile environments, which makes VSD [Kim et al., 2006] and the hierarchical directory solution Kalasapur et al. 2007 feasible only in some particular scenarios.

2.2.3 Overlay-Based

Using Distributed Hash Table (DHT)-based overlay networks (see Section 2.1.2) for service discovery has been investigated in pervasive computing. In a DHT-based overlay network, a hash value is calculated for the functionality requested. According to this hash value, a destination to route the request is determined. The destination is a node that previously cached information about the service providers that support the requested functionality. The destination node receives the request and forwards it to these service providers using multi-casting. However, as analysed in Section 2.1.2 DHT-based overlay networks store information about functionally equivalent providers in the same node, so functionality loss may occur if a directory departs or crashes. In addition, even though DHT-based overlay networks prevent service requests flooding a service providers’ network, it can end up with a long routing path, which in turn delays the request to be routed to potential service providers. Kang et al. 2008 integrates service caches to a DHT overlay network, which removes a part of a redundant request route on
the physical network layer, and increases time-efficiency for DHT-based service discovery.
But this comes at a cost of maintaining service caches.

SON [Crespo and Garcia-Molina, 2005] has been proposed for content-based search optimizing in P2P networks. The core notion of a SON is to bunch similar peers, meaning query processes can discover bunches instead of individual peers for faster locating. P2P-SDSD [Bianchini and Antonellis, 2008, Bianchini et al., 2010] introduces inter-peer semantic links into SON, which supports fine-grained (i.e., not a composite) functionality to be provided and more possible compositions of services. P2P-SDSD supports two policies for request routing: minimal and exhaustive. With the minimal policy, a service request is forwarded through semantic links in a SON until a matching service provider is located for the request. The exhaustive policy is designed for finding a service provider with the optimal non-functional features (e.g., reliability) among a set of candidate providers. To achieve this, a system stops request routing only when all the candidate providers are discovered. In short, the minimal policy is efficient, but cannot find an optimal result, while the exhaustive policy may support the composition of services with good QoS, but it needs to route a request to all the potential providers, which is inefficient.

A cooperative discovery model [Furno and Zimeo, 2013, 2014] uses historical composition processes to construct a tree-like overlay network to increase the efficiency of service discovery. The overlay network is formulated by networked super-peers. For each historical composition process, one super-peer is elected among the participant service providers to cache these participants’ information and the composite service’s functionality. Thereafter, this super-peer responds quickly to service requests with similar functionality to the composite service it maintains. If a request can be solved by a number of different super-peers, yet another super-peer is elected which maintains links to these ones. Thus, a tree-like overlay network is built over time, with super-peers as branches. By referring to super-peers, normal peers can locate provider compositions for their service requests if these requests have been resolved (or at least partly resolved) in the network. Specifically, a service discovery process will firstly examine super-peers and then probe the normal service providers if the requested service cannot be fully found in the super-peers. However, it assumes the network has super-peers that are capable of managing network links. This assumption is not safe in dynamic environments, as super-peer-based groups may fail if any relevant peer leaves the network, or is no longer able to fulfil its role.
because of reduced capacity. In addition, this work assumed offline planning, which limits the capability of the planning solution to cope with dynamic adaptability, such as dynamic re-planning.

### 2.2.4 Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Distributed) directory-based</th>
<th>Hybrid discovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>communication-efficient</td>
<td>✓ communication-efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ asynchronous directory</td>
<td>✓ time-efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ directories loss</td>
<td>✓ maintenance overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ maintenance overhead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overlay-less** (a)  (b)  (c)  (d) **Overlay-based**

- **Controlled flooding (static)**
  - ✓ communication-less
  - ✓ maintenance overhead
  - ✓ inflexible constrained search scope

- **Hybrid discovery**
  - ✓ communication-efficient
  - ✓ time-efficient
  - ✓ maintenance overhead
  - ✓ functionality loss

**Directory-less**

**Figure 2.2:** Analysis on composition request routing solutions: (a) distributed directory-based routing, (b) hybrid routing, (c) static controlled routing, (d) overlay-based routing.

Request routing solutions include (static) controlled flooding, distributed directories, and overlays. Hybrid routing approaches that integrate service caches/directories into a overlay network [Furno and Zimeo, 2014] [Kang et al., 2008] are most efficient in terms of network communications for service discovery. However, as shown in Figure 2.2(b), existing hybrid routing solutions relying on service advertisement [Kang et al., 2008] or the previous composition records [Furno and Zimeo, 2014] to maintain the discovery infrastructure. The former requires frequent service announcement for mobile service providers and overlay maintenance cost, and the later may lead a composition request to an inaccurate destination. Directory-based solutions (Figure 2.2(a)) and overlay-based solutions (Figure 2.2(d)) promote search efficient with short routing paths or less network traffic, but they also introduce maintenance cost of their support infrastructures. Optionally, the maintenance cost can be reduced by controlled flooding. Controlled flooding-based routing (Figure 2.2(c)) is infrastructure-less, and so has the potential to
support highly dynamic environments. However, existing approaches rely on static flood controlling to route a request, which is inflexible and creates unnecessary communication. There is a need for a more flexible, infrastructure-less, dynamic controlled request routing to support service discovery in the target environment.

2.3 Composition Planning

Existing service composition techniques investigate dynamic composition planning mechanisms to reduce composition and execution failures while dealing with complex user requirements. Examples of such investigations applied to pervasive computing include open service discovery approaches, and goal-driven planning approaches, both of which automatically discover a combination of multiple services to support a user goal or a functionality when a single matched service is unavailable. They are different in specifying composition plan. Composition plan can be specified by low-level requested service description\(^4\), high-level requested service description\(^5\), and workflow-provided service description\(^6\) [Raychoudhury et al., 2013]. Open service discovery use workflow-provided service description while the goal-driven planning relies on high-level requested service description. They are flexible compared to those that rely on a predefined conceptual composite to find services that can exactly match its service requirement (i.e., low-level requested service description) [Raychoudhury et al., 2013]. This section discusses how flexible these planning approaches are, and how to self-organize the planning process (Challenge C.1 C.2).

2.3.1 Open Service Discovery

A graph-based service aggregation method [Zhenghui et al., 2009] targets flexible planning in pervasive computing environments by modelling services and their I/O parameters in an aggregation graph based on parameter dependence in the services. Complex user requirements in this method are resolved according to predefined conceptual composites. The approach dynamically composes services to finalize an abstract service in a

\(^4\) "... the requested service is specified as a workflow, given the set of atomic services to be composed" [Raychoudhury et al., 2013]

\(^5\) "... the requested service is specified as a goal to be achieved." [Raychoudhury et al., 2013]

\(^6\) "... it is assumed that service providers are able to specify workflows in which they can take part." [Raychoudhury et al., 2013]
A conceptual composite when no single service can support it independently. A composite service is found if the aggregation graph contains a path to link the abstract service’s output parameter to its input parameter. Similarly, a dependency graph \cite{Rodriguez-Mier2012} was used for service aggregation, but its usage differs from that in \cite{Zhenghui2009} since it directly maintains service dependency relations rather than their I/O parameters’ relations. An open workflow \cite{Thomas2009} has been proposed to support service composition in MANETs. It models workflows that already exist in the environment as a supergraph, and discovers services through the data flow in the supergraph. \cite{Liu2015} proposed a parallel approach for service composition in pervasive environments that relies on function graphs to model complex composition requirements. This approach resolves a parallel function by simplifying its split-join logic, breaking the parallel branches. Specifically, it decomposes the corresponding parallel function graph as a set of sub-functions that require sequential service flows, and then searches for services to satisfy each sub-function. However, the above approaches require central entities or clusters\footnote{A cluster collects service information locally.} for the graph-based service directory, which implies frequent network communications to maintain such a directory when the network topology changes quickly. In addition, they require a pre-existing workflow to discover services that support complex data flows, such as one with parallel logic. Such a workflow may need to be generated offline by a domain expert or a composition planning engine, which is inconvenient when a change is required at runtime.

A decentralized reasoning system \cite{Al-Oqily2011}, which does not need a pre-existing workflow, composes services using a distributed overlay network built over P2P networks and enables self-organizing service composition through management of the network. However, this approach, as discussed in Section 2.1.2, assumes that all the participants know their geographic locations, and the service request is sent to the participants’ physical neighbours. In mobile environments where devices’ geographic locations can change quickly, frequently updating geographic locations wastes computation resources.
2.3.2 Goal-Oriented

Dynamic composition planning resolves user requirements and generates service flows during service composition. Classic AI-planning algorithms, such as forward-chaining and backward-chaining, have been applied for dynamic composition planning. WSPR \cite{Oh2008} proposes a novel AI planning-based algorithm for large-scale Web services. This work is based on an analysis of complex networks. The EQSQL-based planning algorithm \cite{Ren2011} applied rank-based models to promote service composition efficiency. \cite{Ukey2010} modeled a Web service as a conversion from an input state to an output state and maintained published services as a dependency graph. They employed a bi-direction planning algorithm that combines a forward-chaining approach and a backward-chaining approach to find a path with the smallest cost from the dependency graph. \cite{Liu2015b} also proposed a bidirectional planning algorithm. It introduced tag-based semantics to specify composition goals, addressing effective service query. \cite{Khakhkhar2012} improved bidirectional planning and allows systems to plan a composite service from the input data and the goal output at the same time. A planning solution emerges when the searches from the two directions meet at some point in the solution’s service flow. However, these approaches require central service repositories to maintain service overlays, and they have no support for dynamic composition replanning for composition failures. WSMO \cite{Hibner2007} describes single-direction planning models, which forward or backward chain service providers for user tasks. WSMO reasons over service execution plans and adapt composite services on the fly, addressing flexible service composition, but still requiring central controllers to schedule services.

PM4SWS \cite{Gharzouli2011} is a distributed framework to discover and compose web services. However, this service exploration process simply floods the network with query messages for service discovery, which is not suitable for pervasive environments, especially where there are large numbers of services to be considered \cite{Jun2010, Dai2004}. \cite{Geyik2013} propose a distributed implementation for their composition planning model. This approach uses a backward search scheme in a wireless sensor network to generate a service dependency graph that includes all the possible service paths from the services that can directly provide the requested output to every sensor node that does not require any input data. Each service provider in
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the graph only maintains links to its neighbouring services. After that, an composition graph can be generated by forwarding messages through the dependency links in the network. Although this approach supports distributed planning, it does not state that how a data parallel task is resolved, and it invokes services only after all the potential service providers are discovered, which can delay the composition process and cause communication overhead. Similarly, a cooperative discovery model [Furno and Zimeo, 2013, 2014] provides fully distributed support for unstructured P2P networks. This work also included a bi-direction search model that allows a data-driven (finding services that match the query’s input parameters) service query and a goal-driven service query which start concurrently to increase discovery efficiency. However, this bi-direction search scheme requires an initiator node to aggregate service information, which implies resource-rich devices.

2.3.3 Assessment

Composition planning uses service availability information to reason about an executable service workflow. Table 2.1 discusses service composition solutions that use open service discovery or goal-oriented service discovery, and illustrates how these solutions meet the flexibility criteria. Generally, open and dynamic environments increases the possibility of diverse service flows being built for a single composition request. Goal-driven service planning is more flexible as it composes whatever usable services in the environment instead of using a pre-defined abstract composite to find only matched services. However most goal-driven solutions still require a centralized planning engine and a service repository to support complex service workflows, which may plans faster, but any service information change during service execution is likely to make the primary planning result unreliable. Updating the service repository when changes occur may be a solution, but in a highly dynamic scenario, frequent updates on the service repository are expensive. Decentralized solutions tackle these problems by partitioning the planning process to allow local service providers or a set of brokers to collaboratively solve a composition goal. Unfortunately existing decentralized goal-driven service composition approaches are not flexible enough to support parallel service flows.
2.4 Service Binding

A service composition model selects a group of services and binds their resources for invocation. To tackle dynamic environments, such a service selection could benefit from predictions for services’ availability or service execution paths’ strength (reliability). It also worth considering services’ Quality of Service (QoS) attributes of services. On-demand binding mechanisms are investigated here to address dynamism in another aspect, that is, to keep service selection flexible until a service has to be selected for immediate use. The analysis in this section includes consideration of how to select service providers and when to lock these service providers’ resources to maximize the possibility of successful service invocation, while not impacting the possibility for, candidate providers to be selected by other compositions (Challenge C.3 C.5). Note that approaches that assume random selection at an early stage of composition [Bianchini and Antonellis 2008, Bianchini et al. 2010, Ridhawi and Karmouch 2015], and those assume providers follow a schedule to act [Sen et al. 2008] are not considered in this assessment.

2.4.1 QoS-Based Selection

Mokhtar and Liu [2005] take non-functional properties of services into consideration when selecting service providers in pervasive computing environments. In this work, service providers predict their own QoS before service execution, and enclose this QoS information into their service advertisement messages. The approach uses a set of QoS metrics to quantify QoS information, which includes a probability value for service availability and a value that indicates execution latency. This work uses probability values to define service availability, which only caters for when a service is withdrawn by providers, and not when the provider moves out of range. de Medeiros et al. [2015] predict the quality of entire service composition instead of individual service provider. They model service compositions’ cost and reliability, defining 6 cost behaviours and 4 workflow reduction models for different service flows. However, they do not consider the reliability and the cost of communication among successive services.

HOSSON [Li et al. 2007] maintains a user perspective service overlay network (PSON)
for all the candidate service providers. The PSON is graph-based, and performs service selection using multiple criteria decision making to find the optimal service execution path with minimal service execution cost and good reputation. Zhenghui et al. [2009] also considers the quality of overall service execution paths when selecting service providers. They adopt path measurement including reliability, execution latency and network conditions. However, the above approaches assume the QoS information is predefined by service providers, and as network conditions are likely to change, this assumption is not safe in a dynamic environment.

Zhou et al. [2011] select services at an early stage in a service discovery process, depending on the strength of service links. During service advertisement, if a service provider announces its service specification, a neighbouring node caches the service specification and also maintains information relating to the strength of the path to the service provider. When a node receives a service request, assuming information about multiple functionally equivalent service providers that match the request is cached, the node selects the with the strongest path to itself. When a selected destination is unreachable, a backtracking mechanism can be performed to recover service binding. Though path strengths are involved in binding decision making, and a binding recovery mechanism is proposed for failed routing, this approach is still unsafe as beforehand cached path strength information may be out of date, and the backtracking based recovery is expensive itself. Surrogate Models are used to facilitate service composition in mobile ad hoc networks Efstathiou et al. [2014b].

2.4.2 Adaptable Binding

ProAdapt [Aschoff and Zisman, 2011] monitors operating environments and adapts service composites to a list of context changes, including response time changes, availability of services and availability of service providers. FTSSF [Silas et al., 2012] applies a monitoring and fault handling process for service provisioning in pervasive computing. Monitoring is concurrent with a service delivery process, allowing for service re-selection if the execution crashes. Prinz et al. [2008] allocate a service provider to the best performing candidate in terms of the QoS while keeping a group of backup providers. A backup provider can replace a previously bound provider if its execution fails. This

---

8Reputation is a ranking value that is given by previous service users to represent a service’s dependability. Li et al. [2007]
model is more efficient than ProAdapt and FTSSF, as it monitors the service composite only when it is executing, which means there is no need for a service composition system to continuously monitor the operating system throughout the composition process.

Wang et al. [2013] models service composition as a problem of finding a service provider for each abstract service in a predefined conceptual composite. Service binding adaptation in this approach is based on automatic QoS prediction. Specifically, a service composition system firstly allocates a set of services to form an execution path, the QoS of which conforms to the QoS constraints that are defined in the composition request. The system then predicts the failure probability of the path, and finally finalizes the service composite according to the prediction result. If necessary, re-selection for providers can be performed. This solution regards the service execution path’s reliability as an important criterion for service selection and allocation instead of considering each of the service providers independently. However, the approach relies on a centralized composition handler to perform its prediction.

2.4.3 On-Demand Binding

OSIRIS [Schuler et al., 2004] selects service providers on demand at execution time. This selection of service providers depends on run-time device load and dynamic invocation cost. Service discovery is performed offline to find candidate service providers, but repeated to detect new service providers. However, the approach depends on a central repository to store service specifications, which is limited in dynamic systems.

Opportunistic service composition [Groba and Clarke, 2011, 2012, 2014] also proposes an on-demand service binding mechanism. Unlike OSIRIS, opportunistic service composition does not use central repositories to keep service specification. Instead, it discovers service providers on-the-fly relying on request flooding. After service providers are located, the approach asks for permissions to lock service providers resources, and then invokes the service. This model ensures an available service provider will be invoked for execution, but refinements are required to further consider result routing when binding a service provider, at the same time reducing the cost of its flooding-based service discovery and increasing the flexibility of composition planning.
2.4.4 Assessment

QoS-based service binding addresses dynamic environments by self-describing services’ runtime properties (e.g., availability, reliability, response time, etc.). Existing approaches [Li et al., 2007, Mokhtar and Liu, 2005, Zhenghui et al., 2009, Zhou et al., 2011] depend on QoS descriptions provided by service providers that predict their own service performance. Although this mechanism is lightweight for a service composition system as no monitoring effort is required, such QoS descriptions are likely to be inaccurate. Moreover, mobile service providers may have to frequently update their QoS description. Adaptable binding detects changes on operating environments and adapts a service composite accordingly. Detecting changes or failures requires different levels of monitoring. Execution time monitoring is the most efficient, but failures can only be detected after they occur. Recovering a composition from emerged failures can introduce additional time and communication cost. On-demand binding selects service providers using up-to-date service information, requiring no extra environment monitoring or infrastructure maintaining efforts. It would be interesting to improve the existing on-demand service binding mechanisms to support reliable service composition, and at the same time, allowing the bound service smoothly and seamlessly adapt to context changes.

2.5 Service Invocation

This section analyses how service execution processes manage mutable environments. Centralized service invocation has been studied in many solutions [Miraoui et al., 2011, Mokhtar and Liu, 2005, Sousa et al., 2006, Vukovi and Robinson, 2007], however, supervising service providers’ execution with a central entity limits mobile-awareness, and consequently is less flexible. Research on distributed service execution includes the following solutions: Fragments distribution approaches partition a service composite and distribute each of the abstract services in the composite as a task to selected service providers. Service composition is managed in a decentralized way by these selected entities. Process migration approaches only partition the service execution process, and issue a full composite to the first provider (or a primal networked broker). The composite is partially resolved by the first provider and the rest of the composite is handed over to the subsequent providers (or backup networked brokers). This analysis of service
invocation focuses the question of how a service composition model self-organizes the composition process (Challenge C.4).

2.5.1 Fragments Distribution

As described in Section 2.1.2, Prinz et al. [2008] distributes the execution process to a set of selected service providers, and maintains references to the other candidate providers as backups. The execution of selected providers is monitored by backup providers. Once a selected provider fails, one of the backup provider takes over the execution process. This approach achieves flexible decentralized service execution, but its service discovery and selection process still require a central composition engine.

Fdhila et al. [2009] target service compositions that contain complex control logic, which is decomposed using a dependency table. In particular, the composition model slices a conceptual service composite into a set of sub-processes, each of which is realized by only one service instance. These sub-processes are allocated to associated service providers, and executed independently. However, this model assumes a global knowledge of available service providers, which is difficult in a dynamic environment. OSIRIS [Schuler et al., 2004] decomposes a central conceptual composite description into a set of execution fragments, and distributes these fragments to different service providers. It also supports complex control logic, but assumes a continuously available node to manage a parallel service execution.

2.5.2 Process Migration Approaches

Chakraborty et al. [2005] propose distributed broker-based model for service composition in MANETs. The approach dynamically selects a group of networked entities in a MANET, which relay a composition process from one to another. A requester initially assigns a composition task to one broker. This broker performs service composition until, potentially, a failure occurs. If the composition stops at this broker because of a failure, its current state and any intermediate execution results are frozen and handed over to another broker that executes the remaining process. The new broker’s address is sent to the requester. Selecting brokers and creating a network with the selected brokers are key to this approach. Anything like brokers’ mobility or reliability can affect the
service invocation process. However, it is difficult to create a good broker network in the target environment where a global view or a central controller is impossible.

WFMS [Atluri et al., 2007] is a decentralized workflow management model that self-describes a workflow and relays the workflow from one service provider to its subsequent service providers, resolving the workflow partially on each participating provider. Similarly, continuation-passing messaging [Yu, 2009] is a decentralized execution model that passes a service execution process from the primal service provider to the rest of providers. This model selects a node in the network to handle execution faults, named the scope manager. When a service provider detects a failure, it sends the failure information to the scope manager. The scope manager receives the failure information and re-executes services. Service execution in this model is fully decentralized, however, the failure recovery is limited by the resource and communication range of the scope manager.

A process instance migration approach [Zaplata and Hamann, 2010] allocates the full control logic of a conceptual composite to every participating service provider. It allows participants to keep composition information so that each participant can select a granularity of fragmentation at runtime. The approach is required to be further improved to support a decentralized composition adaptation model.

2.5.3 Assessment

Process migration allows service providers to know a part of a request, and gives them the chance to alter the part of the process they know by using their knowledge about the local networks. Fragments distribution decouples an execution process into execution fragments and allocates them to corresponding service providers. Fragments distribution minimizes process duplication, but requires a central entity to be responsible for service discovery and allocation. Both of the methods resolve service invocation in a decentralized manner, which is suitable for ad hoc networks. To achieve success execution and protect run-time data flow, decentralized service invocation needs to efficiently adapt to environment changes, and prevent the composition process from exposing the full data flow. In terms of dynamic adaptation, process migration is more flexible than the fragments distribution approaches when supporting functional service replacement. This means when a functionality is no longer required before its matched services get
invoked, a process migration manager will have the potential to remove the functionality from the composition before it hands over the process to the subsequent manager, while a service provider in a fragment distribution approach can only replace a failed service by another that supports the same functionality. On the other hand, migrating a composition process from one service provider to another may reveal the composition’s control logic and data flow to those providers. Generally, process migration is more flexible to realise dynamic adaptation, and fragments distribution can protect the overall dataflow from being observed by a single third-party.

2.6 Fault Tolerance

This thesis classifies fault tolerance mechanisms in terms of how to deal with the potential failure and actual failure throughout the composition process. Preventive adaptation focuses on anticipating potential failures and taking actions to prevent them. Composition recovery should have a fast, communication-efficient model to recover a faulty composition, without disruption. This section discusses how to detect and handle failures in a timely fashion, and if the additional cost for fault tolerance is affordable for mobile and pervasive environments (Challenge C.3 C.4 C.5).

2.6.1 Preventive Adaptation

The OSIRIS approach [Schuler et al., 2004] decomposes a central service flow description into a set of execution units that can be deployed on service providers in a P2P network. These service providers are found during service discovery. The service execution process migrates from one service provider to another. Each time such a migration occurs, the client node can select another node that is available. It defines special observer nodes to monitor the nodes that may cause failure. If a failed node is detected, the execution instance can be migrated to another available node. However, it starts execution after service discovery is finished, and it requires that a part of the execution unit is deployed to all the providers. The approach provides no means to allow a potentially new provider that may appear in the network to participate in the composition. MAIS [Ardagna and Pernici, 2007] is an adaptive service composition model for web services. It reduces service invocation failures by negotiating QoS in advance of composition selection and
execution. Although MAIS provides strategies to decrease negotiation overhead at runtime, its negotiation uses previously cached information about services and QoS which is likely to be changed in a dynamic environment.

A fuzzy-based service composition approach [Prochart et al., 2007] has been introduced for MANETs, which considers resource-constrained devices and error-prone wireless communication channels. Each node maintains its neighbours’ service information and gets real-time QoS information during service discovery. A fuzzy TOPSIS method [Cheng et al., 2011], unlike Prochart et al.’s approach that has no support for adapting composite services at runtime, adapts service bindings according to real-time user preferences. TOPSIS can prevent unnecessary adaptation through fuzzy analysis, but it has no support for adaptation triggered by operating environment changes. A distributed dynamic composition model [Geyik et al., 2013] allows a service provider participating in the composition graph to notify its successive services’ providers when it changes its own service information, and raises the potential of adapting a service composite before an invocation failure occurs. This model states a way to find an alternative service from a distributed service dependency graph. However, it is not clear that how this can be achieved during the service composite’s execution.

### 2.6.2 Composition Recovery

Yu [2009] uses acknowledge messages to monitor service execution. They also allow a service execution process to retry a service invocation after it fails. Although this policy targets unreliable wireless channels, giving a service provider a second chance to offer its services, it has limited and inflexible support for composition recovery. Prinz et al. [2008] provide a recovery policy which is more flexible than the one proposed by Yu [2009]. Instead of retrying failed invocations, Prinz et al. [2008] keep candidate service providers during a service execution, allowing them to monitor the primary service provider’s execution. When the primary one fails, one of the candidate service providers takes over the service provisioning process. However, this policy requires primary service providers to push heartbeat messages to backup providers to indicate its execution status. If a service’s execution has high latency, pushing heartbeat messages can quickly exhaust its providers’ battery, and in turn reduce the availability of the service.
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TLPlan [Vuković and Robinson, 2007] allows a system to plan an abstract solution from a pre-existing abstract service repository, and then to discover and bind services for execution. In each step of the service composition, TLPlan provides on-the-fly rollback mechanisms to deal with potential faults like composition failures, service discovery failures, or service execution failures. TLPlan, however, plans for a composition offline, relies on central composition engines that have not yet been applied on mobile devices, and re-generates a new plan when a composition recovery is required, which is time-consuming and not suitable for dynamic environments.

A minimum disruption service composition model [Jiang et al., 2009] investigates the types of composition failures in MANETs, and provides network-level and service-level adaptation, as well as recovery mechanisms. During service execution, the approach quantitatively estimates the one-hop forward service execution path’s lifetime according to the distance to the next service provider, and composes a new service path if the next service provider is missing.

A cache-based service execution and recovery model [Zhou et al., 2011] for MANETs caches backup services. The approach adopts a notion of a magnetic field to underpin an adaptation policy for cached service information in the vicinity. A service provider initializes a magnetic strength value that determines the border of the vicinity, which indicates the maximum transmission hops for its advertisement, and counts down by one for each message relay hop. A service provider periodically advertises its services, and its physical neighbours cache the provider’s functionality and a magnetic strength value. The closest neighbour will rank this service provider the highest. During service discovery, if a service request reaches one of its neighbours, the neighbour can route the request to the service provider, and if there are multiple service providers cached by the neighbour, according to their magnetic strength values, the service provider with the minimal transmission hops is selected for request routing. A backtrack strategy is applied when a selected service provider has moved away before the request has routed to it. A fail message is routed backward via the routing mediators towards the request source. If one of the routing mediators has cached another service provider that supports the same functionality as the missing one, the new service provider is selected and the request is re-routed from this routing mediator. This backtracking method allows for a short recovery path and less communication overhead, but it requires frequent updates.
to the cached service provider information if the network topology changes quickly, and it is unclear how the backtracking works if a routing mediator leaves the network.

### 2.6.3 Assessment

Preventive adaptation is timely as a service execution will not be interrupted by failures and recovering processes. However, existing solutions rely on monitoring infrastructures or central decision-makers to determine adaptation actions, which is infeasible in our target environment. Composition recovery aims to explore efficient model to recover a faulted composition. Current solution includes keeping backup service providers [Prinz et al., 2008, Zhou et al., 2011] for quick replacement, dynamic path re-generation [Jiang et al., 2009], and rollback composition [Vukovi and Robinson, 2007]. Using backup service providers is efficient but inflexible because the backup service providers are previously found and may become unavailable at runtime. Rollback composition re-plans for composition, which is flexible. However, re-planning on the fly is likely to be time-consuming and delays the composition result. A new fault tolerance model is needed to dynamically re-planning for (a part of) execution path, without affecting currently executing services.

### 2.7 Summary


Figure 2.3 illustrates the extent to which these approaches satisfy the set of criteria listed to the right of the Figure. The criteria are defined from the requirements (Section 1.5) outlined for service provision in pervasive computing environments. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, most planning-based service composition approaches rely on discovery.
infrastructures and a-prior system knowledge [Al-Oqily and Karmouch, 2011, Kalasapur et al., 2007, Rodriguez-mier et al., 2012]. Real time information about services should be used for composition planning. Decentralized composition management solutions are restricted to exact matching functionality or planning for a sequential service composite [Furno and Zimeo, 2014, Groba and Clarke, 2014, Prinz et al., 2008]. There is a lack of a more flexible decentralized planning model that can cope with data-parallel tasks. Fault tolerance either requires composition re-planning that is time-consuming [Vuković and Robinson, 2007], or only replaces failed providers with backup ones without considering the reliability of the new execution path [Gu and Nahrstedt, 2006, Hibner and Zielinski, 2007, Jiang et al., 2007, Prinz et al., 2008, Zhou et al., 2011]. A dynamic composite service adaptation model is required, which should be aware of dynamic context changes, and depends on the end-to-end QoS to select backup paths during adaptation.

In summary, open gaps with the current service composition solutions are:

1) They are neither flexible nor lightweight enough to compose services in dynamic pervasive environments. Mobile service providers need to self-organise a service composition process which can flexibly use local service knowledge to plan for a global composition result. The process of composing relevant services is itself likely to be time-consuming, and so models are required to streamline or otherwise ensure that the service composition can be done within time constraints.

2) They support limited adaptation for service composites. An appropriate granularity of adaptation model is essential for a service provision model to quickly adapt a service composite while without introducing heavyweight adaptation model.
Figure 2.3: The state of the art review shows how most related solutions address five reference criteria.
Table 2.1: Literature review for composition planning models. The highlighted columns represent the required features regarding a model’s flexibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Specification open discovery</th>
<th>Service flow goal-driven</th>
<th>Criteria specification</th>
<th>Criteria service flow sequential</th>
<th>Criteria service flow parallel</th>
<th>Criteria management centralised</th>
<th>Criteria management decentralised</th>
<th>Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhenghui et al., 2009</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguezmier et al., 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas et al., 2009</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Oqily and Karmouch, 2011</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oh et al., 2008</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ren et al., 2010</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukey et al., 2010</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al., 2015a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Oqily and Karmouch, 2011</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ren et al., 2010</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukey et al., 2010</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al., 2015b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khakhkhar et al., 2012</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibner and Zielinski, 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chazal and Benamara, 2011</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greyik et al., 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourn and Zimeo, 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 3

Design

The review of the state of the art, presented in the previous chapter, has defined a number of limitations in current service composition approaches in the domain of open, dynamic pervasive computing environments. Open issues with current research on service composition are that i) existing service composition models are not sufficiently flexible to cope with mobile service providers; and ii) the composition models have limited support for handling composite service adaptation. This chapter introduces a service composition solution named Goal-driven service Composition in Mobile and pervasive environments, GoCoMo for short. It begins by discussing the design objectives of GoCoMo, from which a list of requirements is presented. This chapter then presents the design of GoCoMo, and shows how the design addresses the requirements. It continues with a description of the system model and GoCoMo composition algorithms. Finally, it describes an in-depth discussion of the solution and the contribution.

3.1 Design Objectives and Required Features

As described in Chapter 1, the requirement of this thesis is two fold: to design and build a flexible decentralized service composition model that is time-efficient and infrastructure-less, and to design and build a service composite adaptation model which adapts the combination of services as appropriate to the service provider’s and the environment’s changing situation and timeliness constraints.
To meet these requirements and the thesis challenge, this work aims to build a service composition model that supports the following required features, mapped to the challenges outlined in Chapter 1.

**Feature 1: Dynamic composition planning**

In a dynamic environment with no conceptual composite (Challenge C.1), a service composition model must appropriately decouple user requests to satisfy required functionality with the simplest possible composition result.

**Feature 2: Self-organizing**

Networked entities are likely to have only limited system knowledge (Challenge C.2), and so service providers must use local knowledge to self-organize a composition planning and execution process.

**Feature 3: Minimal failure recovery delay**

Composition latency is an important factor that affects the success of service provisioning (Challenge C.3), and can be affected by dynamic nature of the service provider network, which could lead to provider failures. Fault tolerance is required for dynamic environments, which handles faults that (possibly) emerge during service composition by replacing (potential) failed service providers or a fragment of the service execution path which is invalid. A lightweight and time-efficient mechanism is required to recover a service composite from failures.

**Feature 4: Locality-driven selection**

Service providers are connected in an ad hoc manner, depending on mediators to relay messages. With more mediators for a logical service link, more message forwarding will be required, and such a link may be error-prone because of unstable wireless channels (Challenge C.4). A service composition model should reduce dependency on wireless transmission and the number of message routing hops.

**Feature 5: Short standby time**

Wireless links are dynamic, which may affect an established service composite (Challenge C.5). In particular, the longer a bound service provider has to wait for execution, a disruption to the link to invoke the service provider is more likely to occur. This work’s goal is to design a service composition model that always uses
current service information to support service selection, and minimizes standby
duration for selected service providers.

3.2 System Model

This thesis focuses on service composition that is supported by mobile devices in per-
vasive environments. This work assumes open and dynamic networks, where mobile
devices offer services that can be composed to create value-added functionality. Mobile
devices are independent, and owned by heterogeneous third-parties. In other words,
they do not follow any authority in the environment requiring them to schedule services
for service requesters. In addition, mobile devices do not give prior notice of their move-
ment or service availability to any entities in the environment. They will be cooperative
and prepared to process composite requests and organize service composition as well as
execution processes.

Mobile devices of interest use wireless communication channels to exchange information,
and communicate with each other in ad-hoc mode. This work regards mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs) as the target network for the mobile devices, and discusses service
provision in MANETs with high dynamism, where the network topology is likely to
change faster than it takes to entirely complete service composition or execution.

This work assumes that composition clients have limited resource and communication
range, which are insufficient to aggregate enough service providers for a service compo-
sition task, and manage the execution of a service composite. The solution proposed in
this thesis addresses mobility by providing a fully decentralized self-organizing/adapting
composition model.

3.3 GoCoMo Concept

GoCoMo targets the required features by a series of design concepts that address the
problems of search failures, small discovery scope, provider loss, message loss, and path
disruption (Figure 1.1) throughout a service composition process. This section describes
these concepts from the perspectives of service searching, service selection, and service
execution.
3.3.1 Service Searching

Service discovery approaches that rely on proactive search, as discussed in Section 2.1, are efficient at obtaining current service provider information. The approaches usually require service providers to announce the services they offer. Proactive service discovery distinguishes two methods in terms of how they distribute composition request issuers: semi-decentralized discovery employs a group of composition brokers who issue requests and accumulate information about service providers that have the potential to support a composition process; fully-decentralized discovery considers each service provider as a request issuer that discovers providers for its subsequent services.

Figure 3.1 (a) and (b) illustrate the composition processes of semi-centralised service discovery [Prinz et al., 2008, Sen et al., 2008] and decentralized interleaved service composition [Groba and Clarke, 2014] for a sequential composite, respectively. Note that Figure 3.1 depicts the interactions only to discover and invoke the primary service providers, and those to find other candidate service providers and to bind service providers are omitted for simplification.

GoCoMo shortens the routes in a service execution path and reduces the communication by minimizing the geographic distance in one-hop routing and the number of hops in multi-hop transmissions, proposing a mechanism named decentralized backward planning-based announcement (Figure 3.1 (c)). The mechanism introduces the concept:

**Concept 1: Planning-based composition announcement**

The proposed protocol removes the announcement for each individual service, and uses a dynamic composition planning process during service discovery to allow a composition initiator to directly gain information about service composites from service providers. If a service provider receives a composition request and discovers that it partially fits the request’s requirement, instead of announcing its own service to the requester, it forwards the parts of request that cannot be satisfied by its local knowledge to other service providers. Service providers do not contact to the requester, unless they can completely solve their received composition request. The composition initiator is only informed of completed service composites from service providers, and selects the most reliable (short routes and small execution time) service composite for execution.
Figure 3.1: Service composition for a sequential composite $S_1 \rightarrow S_2 \rightarrow S_3$. Scale marks on the vertical lines show the number of interactions for service discovery and execution (*Communication*- the fewer, the better). The dash half-braces show the distance between successive service providers (*Locality*- the shorter, the better).
As illustrated in Figure 3.1 (c), the proposed protocol has less interaction between primary service providers, and finds the shortest execution path. This protocol is based on a dynamic composition planning algorithm to resolve composition requests.

Dynamic composition planning has been discussed in Chapter 2.3 and there are various different planning mechanisms, such as graph-based planning [Rodriguez-mier et al., 2012, Ukey et al., 2010, Zhenghui et al., 2009], decentralized composition planning [Al-Oqily and Karmouch, 2011, Furno and Zimeo, 2014, Gharzouli and Boufaida, 2011], etc. Given the infrastructure-less nature of the target network, decentralized composition planning has the potential to support the planning-based composition announcement. Decentralized composition planning includes forwarding planning [Al-Oqily and Karmouch, 2011, Gharzouli and Boufaida, 2011], backward planning [Gharzouli and Boufaida, 2011], and bi-direction planning [Furno and Zimeo, 2014]. However, existing approaches search for services depending on pre-established semantic service overlay networks [Furno and Zimeo, 2014], assuming service providers have local geographic information [Al-Oqily and Karmouch, 2011], or simply flood a request to the network [Gharzouli and Boufaida, 2011]. These methods are expansive in MANETs. In addition, they only reason about sequential service flows. GoCoMo’s service discovery model uses controlled flooding and backward planning, and extends them to reduce network traffic and to support complex compositions, for instance a service composite including parallel or hybrid service flows.

Controlled flooding, as discussed in Section 2.2.4, is infrastructure-less, but current approaches either use static control mechanisms or require service providers to have a-priori topology knowledge about their local networks. GoCoMo explores a novel dynamic controlled flooding:

**Concept 2: Dynamic controlled flooding**

Dynamic controlled flooding allows different nodes in the network to independently decide how to route a composition request depending on a combined context, including their current local network properties, the cost that has been paid by other nodes for routing this request and the discovered service providers’ properties. A request routing process can flexibly stop, if a service provider is considered to be unreachable in a service execution process. Unreachable services are those that
will introduce a high cost for routing execution results (i.e., more routing hops), which is in conflict with global execution time-constraints.

A composition request reflects user requirements which may include data-parallel tasks, such as multi-source data aggregation. GoCoMo needs to model user requirements in a flexible way to cope with various, diverse service networks. Generally, one way to enable service composition for such data-parallel tasks is to specify the tasks as abstract parallel workflows [Thomas et al., 2009] [Groba and Clarke, 2014]. An abstract parallel workflow includes control logic and ordered sub-tasks. Each of the sub-tasks can match with either one basic service, or trigger a process to generate a composite service when there is no service that suffices independently. This way, as analysed in Section 2.3, is inflexible at resolving data-parallel tasks. On the other hand, a composition process, in some cases, should be able to add new requirements into the original composition to satisfy data dependencies. Consider a navigation task as an example. The navigation has a service query including two requirements: a GetLocation service and, a Navigator service that needs the results of a GetLocation service as input. In service composition, if a system can only find a Navigator service that uses both location data and map data as inputs, the system should be able to adapt the original service query list, by adding a requirement for getting map data. Under this kind of circumstance, a composition request is likely to be resolved by a parallel or hybrid service flow.

Assuming that no single node can maintain full knowledge of the network for execution planning, GoCoMo resolves a data-parallel task through interactions between service providers, without a-priori knowledge of the task’s inner data transaction or the global knowledge of available services. Moreover, this work adapts composition requirements, depending on available services to flexibly reason about a composition result that may be sequential, parallel or hybrid.

**Concept 3: Decentralized flexible backward planning**

Decentralized flexible backward planning relies on service providers receiving a composition request, and generating the potential fragments of the global execution plan. A composition request can be gradually solved through backward planning processes on each participating service provider, and a service provider can adjust a composition request when new data is required. This mechanism reasons about,
if necessary, sequential, parallel, or hybrid service flows, using control logic, locally generating execution branches and managing the service execution process.

### 3.3.2 Service Selection

To reduce execution latency, a composition process selects service providers that can form the shortest service flow. Moreover, the execution time of each service should be considered as a factor of execution latency. Routes between successive service providers are also required to be short, which reduces the possibility of failures when invoking service providers or routing intermediate execution results.

**Concept 4: Path reliability-driven selection**

GoCoMo selects services based on the path’s robustness (reliability). A path’s robustness value is calculated using multiple criteria including the execution time of each individual service, the length of service flows, and the routing hops during service discovery, which indicates whether a remaining execution path is likely to be reliable in a period of time.

On-demand service binding is flexible, reducing standby time for service providers (Section 2.4.4). Current on-demand binding approaches [Groba and Clarke, 2014] bind multiple functionally equal service providers to one composition process during service discovery, and send a token message to release them after a service provider is selected for invocation. Although the duration between binding and releasing may be small, many of the service providers that support the required functionality may become unavailable for other composition processes in the network during the time of standby. On the other hand, releasing service providers introduces traffic overheads.

**Concept 5: On-demand binding**

GoCoMo proposes a dynamic composition overlay that organizes service providers that are currently participating in composition processes. The dynamic composition overlay is temporary and only exists when a composition process is performing in the environment. Using this overlay network, a service provider is bound only when it has to be invoked.
3.3.3 Service Execution

Most service composition approaches that assume periodic service announcement are
expansive because of frequent service matchmaking and multi-hop broadcasting. Nor-
mally, service announcements are used to collect information about locally available
services and create a directory or overlay structure to maintain such information for
service discovery. If a new service provider joins a network by announcing its services,
all the neighbouring nodes of the service provider have to analyse the announced service
specification (service matchmaking). Service announcement usually relies on multi-hop
broadcasting messages that contain service specification, but multi-hop broadcasting is
expensive itself [Karaoglu and Heinzelman, 2010, Lipman et al., 2009].

Concept 6: Runtime service announcement

GoCoMo distinguishes service providers, allowing the service provider that is cur-
rently participating in a composition process to analyse a new service and decide
whether to invite its provider to join the composition. The service providers that
are not engaging in any composition process (idle providers) use announcement
messages only to obtain a sense of local network properties, such as service den-
sity, to get prepared for future compositions. GoCoMo allows service providers
to announce their services to the network, using one-hop broadcast. The idle
providers receive service announcement messages, instead of calling a matchmaker
to launch an expansive semantic service matching process\footnote{they compute only
network properties.}

An execution path for a composition may need to be adapted to the environment. A
global knowledge of available services is infeasible in GoCoMo’s target environment, and
so a composition adaptation process should be performed locally, without affecting the
global QoS of the composition.

Concept 7: Local execution path maintenance

GoCoMo creates a fragment of an execution path on each individual service provider.
Path fragments are maintained locally by merging new service providers or remov-
ing the parts of a path fragment that become invalid.
GoCoMo models a service composition process as AI backward-chaining. Classic AI backward-chaining processes [Hibner and Zielinski, 2007], also known as goal-driven reasoning [Furno and Zimeo, 2014], have been explored to ease the resolution process in the domain of service composition. A general goal-driven reasoning process for service composition is shown in Figure 3.3. The process starts by searching for the knowledge

\[ \text{Semantic matchmaking takes 0.08-10.66 (s) to return a result depending on matchmakers [Klusch, 2012]} \]
that can infer a request’s goals (consequences), and then the request is resolved backward from the goal to the request’s antecedents, by converting the goal into subgoals, resolving back through these subgoals (e.g., Goal $a \rightarrow c$). The process finds a solution when all the antecedents are reached. Specifically, an initiator issues a service request $a \rightarrow d$ to start a goal-driven reasoning process, which relies on distributed knowledge bases stored in local service hosts (planners). In each step of the service discovery, a part of the request’s goal can be solved (e.g., Goal $a \rightarrow d$ can be partially solved on Service_1 that provides data transition of $c \rightarrow d$), and the remaining request (Goal $a \rightarrow c$) is forwarded to the next hop service providers (i.e., Service_2). In such a process, it is the request’s goal that determines which services will be selected and used.

![Figure 3.3: General distributed backward-chaining model for service composition](image)

A goal-driven reasoning process produces more flexible planning results than that of workflow-driven approaches, as it considers service discovery as an open-ended problem and dynamically generates composite services according to run-time service availability. For example, in Anne’s scenario (See Figure 1.2), she can specify her requirements as a goal: an audio step-free route to a store and then to a baby-changing facility which will be resolved hop-by-hop and eventually supported by a composite service. The planning resolves first to AudioNavigator, back to RampAccessChecker, then to StoreRouter as well as FacilityRouter, to StoreLocator, and finally to StoreQuery. A composition result is shown in Figure 1.2(c).

Modelling service composition as such a process has been investigated in infrastructure-rich networks where composition planning is based on infrastructures like repositories (Zou et al., 2014) or pre-existing overlay networks (Kalasapur et al., 2007). However,
this kind of infrastructure, as mentioned in Section 2.3, is not suitable for our target environment, and neither are the existing goal-driven reasoning processes.

To allow mobile pervasive computing environments to benefit from the flexibility that such a goal-driven service composition brings, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, GoCoMo extends general goal-driven reasoning model, and handles the following issues:

- **Dynamic goal-driven composition planning** - is handled via a composite participant cooperation mechanism to coordinate distributed knowledge bases and independent planners to support the generation and the maintenance of various service flows. (Section 3.4.2)

- **Heuristic service discovery** - is handled via a distributed heuristic discovery mechanism based on QoS attributes to increase the likelihood of time-efficient services being selected during execution and prevent composite requests flooding the network. (Section 3.4.3)

- **On-demand execution fragment selection** - is handled via online adaptable reasoning to create awareness of and compose potentially better services that may appear during service execution. (Section 3.4.4)

### 3.4.1 Service Model

This thesis assumes services’ functions and I/O parameters are semantically annotated using globally understood semantics and languages and able to match a service request with semantic matchmakers [Chen and Clarke, 2014]. Such semantic service annotations are assumed to be kept in local service providers (mobile devices) and can be advertised using probe messages. A service’s invocation must be based on all the specified input data, and local devices can form an ad hoc network, cooperating with each other to resolve a user task. Service specification is defined as follows:

*Definition 1.* A **service** is described as $S = \langle S^f, IN, OUT, QoS^{time} \rangle$, where $S^f$ represents the semantic description of service $S$’s functionality. $IN = \{\langle IN^S, IN^D \rangle \}$ and $OUT = \{\langle OUT^S, OUT^D \rangle \}$ describe the service’s input and output parameters as well as their data types, respectively. For this work, execution time $QoS^{time}$ is the most important QoS criterion as delay in composition and execution can cause failures [Groba and...
A service composition model should select services with short execution time to reduce delay in execution.

A service composite for user tasks can be modelled as a restrictive data transition in which the system data change from initial data (i.e., a user’s input parameters) to goal data (the requested output data), while satisfying all the requested functionalities or constraints. A participating service for the composite, packaging its resources (e.g., data, functionality), can support all or a part of (based on its resource provision’s granularity) the data transition. User tasks can be modelled as a composition request:

**Definition 2.** A composition request is represented by \( R = (R_{id}, I, O, F, C) \), where \( R_{id} \) is a unique id for a request. The set \( F \) represents all the functional requirements, which consists of a set of essential while unordered functions. The composition constraints set \( C \) are execution time constraints. A composition process fails if \( C \) expires and the client receives no result during service execution. A service composite request also includes a set of initial parameters (input) \( I = \{\langle I^S, I^D \rangle \} \) and a set of goal parameters (output) \( O = \{\langle O^S, O^D \rangle \} \).

For service providers that participate in a backward composition process, each composition request can be resolved partially (or completely), and the remaining discovery request is forwarded to their neighbouring nodes to continue the discovering process. In this composition protocol, any remaining request is enclosed in a discovery message that is forwarded between composite participants.

**Definition 3.** A service provider in this thesis is a service deployment device that has a wrapped functionality exposed through a service interface and could therefore be used remotely as a service.

**Definition 4.** A discovery message including a request’s remaining part \( R' \), is represented as \( DscvMsg = (R', cache, h) \), where \( cache \) stores the progress of resolving split-join controls for parallel service flows (see Definition [6] on page [59]), and \( h \) is a criterion value for request forwarding and service allocation (see Section 3.4.4 and 3.4.3).

### 3.4.2 Dynamic Goal-Driven Composition Planning

GoCoMo includes a goal-driven reasoning algorithm to support a fully decentralized service composition process, which is modelled as a state-transition diagram in Figure 3.4.
Table 3.1: Composition model notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>msgIn(x)</td>
<td>Receive a message x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msgOut(x)</td>
<td>Send out a message x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A = req</td>
<td>Composition request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = dscvMsg</td>
<td>Discovery message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B' = dscvMsgNew</td>
<td>Updated discovery message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C = cpltTok</td>
<td>Complete token to represent a complete solved goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D = tok u mediateRslt</td>
<td>Allocation token to invoke a service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E = cpltRslt</td>
<td>Mediate results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>∃ exePath</td>
<td>Complete execution path exists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allResultsIn</td>
<td>Requester gets all the execution results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participate</td>
<td>Service hosts are ready to providing services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usable</td>
<td>Services on the participant matches the request’s goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost</td>
<td>Discovery cost is still affordable (Heuristic discovery checking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
<td>An original goal has been matched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joinService</td>
<td>Invoked service requires more input data to execute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finish</td>
<td>The next-hop services exist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∃ nxtService</td>
<td>Service execution is finished</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A transition between these illustrated states is triggered by message communication events (e.g., msgIn, msgOut) or local conditions (e.g., participate, usable). Table 3.1 clarifies the notations in these figures that represent message communication events and local conditions.

Figure 3.4 illustrates a composition process from a client’s perspective. In particular, the global service discovery (listening - a state) starts when a client sends out a composite request to look for composite participants. Composite participants in this model are candidate service providers who are capable of reacting to and reasoning about a composite request. They are also responsible for invoking their subsequent services during
A client initialises a Time-To-Live (TTL) value $T_{\text{discovery}}$ to manage a global service discover process, when it issues a composition request. If the $T_{\text{discovery}}$ for a composition request reaches zero, the client selects, if it is possible, a completed composite to execute. The client then waits for execution results. Global service discovery fails if no completed composite has been received by the client when the service discovery process expires. If no execution result has been returned to the client after a previously defined QoS time for the execution process expires, the global service execution fails.

The global service discovery process establishes a temporary overlay network called dynamic composition overlay (Figure 3.5), which contains all the reached usable composite participants. Such a network only lasts for the duration of a composition. In the network, a set of execution guideposts (See Definition 5) manages composite participants and controls the discovered service flow. As shown in Figure 3.5, each guidepost is maintained by a composite participant, linking the corresponding service to who sent the discovery message.

**Definition 5.** An execution guidepost $G = \langle R_{\text{id}}, D \rangle$ maintained by composite participant $P$ includes a set of execution directions $D$ and the $d_{\text{id}}$ of its corresponding composite request. For each execution direction $d_j \in D$, $d_j$ is defined as $\langle d_{\text{id}}^j, S_{\text{post}}, \omega, Q \rangle$, where $d_{\text{id}}^j$ is a unique id for $d_j$, and the set $S_{\text{post}}$ stores $P$’s post-condition services that can be chosen for next-hop execution. The set $\omega$ represents possible waypoints on the direction to indicate execution branches’ join-nodes when the participant is engaged in parallel data flows. The set $Q$ reflects the execution path’s robustness of this direction, e.g., the estimated execution path strength and the execution time (Section 3.4.4).

A brief example for GoCoMo’s basic composition protocol is shown in Figure 3.6. In a network consisting of one initiator and three service providers, the initiator’s composition goal can be resolved by the service providers in a decentralized way. The initiator send
Figure 3.5: Dynamic composition overlay
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Figure 3.6: GoCoMo’s basic backward planning protocol
a request (req) including the composition goal to its neighbours. The service providers
resolve the goal backward by decomposing it into a list of sub-goals and matching services
with the sub-goals. During this process, every candidate service provider creates an
execution direction and stores it in its own guidepost (G). In each candidate service
provider, such a process of resolving a sub-goal and generating an execution direction is
called local discovering. After a composition goal is completely resolved, the initiator is
acknowledged by the first service provider in a candidate execution path. The initiator
generates an execution direction ($\rightarrow Provider_1$) to keep the information about the
candidate execution path (i.e., the first service provider’s address, the path’s robustness
property, etc.). When the initiator’s discovery time expires, the initiator uses such
information to decide which candidate execution path will be selected for execution,
and an input data will be sent to the first service provider. As shown in Figure 3.6 the
initiator selects $Provider_1$. $Provider_1$ gets invoked and then $Provider_2$ and $Provider_3$.
In each selected service provider, such a process of invoking and selecting a subsequent
service provider is called local composing. The following sections will introduce the two
local processes (local discovering and composing) in detail. GoCoMo named the local
behaviour in service providers to react a discovery message or a request and generate
the direction as local discovering, and the process on service provider that invoke and
execute a service instance and use directions to handover execution, as local composing.

3.4.2.1 Local Service Planning

From a composite participant’s perspective, a (local) GoCoMo composition process in-
cludes a loop for service discovery to find and link all the reachable and usable services,
and to generate/ adapt an execution guidepost. It also includes a flow for service com-
posing process, based on the discovery result, to select, compose and execute services
hop-by-hop on demand. In particular, as can be seen in Figure 3.7 the local discovering
loop starts in the listening state and ends when the composite participant is invoked
(the invoking state), while a local composing flow, starts in the invoking state and ends
in a composition-handover state.

Algorithm 1 (Planning state) and Algorithm 2 (Discovery-handover state) describes a
local discovering loop for composite participants. Note that the state transiting con-
ditions like $\neg end$, $cost$ and $usable$ are not shown in these algorithms since they have
been illustrated in Figure 3.7. This process reacts when a composite request or a discovery message is received, and generates an execution guidepost as well as new discovery messages that enclose the part of the composite request which cannot be solved on this composite participant.

In the configuring state, a composite participant checks the goal matching level for a composite request (Line 2 in Algorithm 1). As the ultimate goal of a composite request is to produce the final, required output, if a service produces output that matches the one the composite request, the service is usable for this composite. A service $S = \langle S_f, IN, OUT, QoS, time \rangle$ matching a composite request $R = \langle R_{id}, I, O, F, C \rangle$. \footnote{Find the definitions of the parameters on page 59}
is ranked from different matching levels:

\[
\text{GoalMatch}(S, R) = \begin{cases}
\text{usable} & \text{if } \text{OUT} \supseteq \mathcal{O} \\
\text{usable}^+ & \text{if } \text{OUT} \nsupseteq \mathcal{O}, \text{OUT} \neq \emptyset \\
\text{unusable} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (3.1)

where \textit{usable} represents that \( S \) supports all the goal of \( R \); \textit{usable}^+ means that \( S \) supports only a part of the goal; and \textit{unusable} represents that \( S \) mismatches \( R \). To prevent repeatedly checking for the same composite request, composite participants maintain a log for composite requests (Line 4 and 6 in Algorithm 1).
Data: Receive message $DscvMsg$ from $Y$. Receiver $X$ hosts $S = \langle S', IN, OUT, QoS_{time} \rangle$.

Result: an execution guidepost

```plaintext
/* Configuring */;
GoalMatch(S, R);
/* Planning (when usable)*/;
if $\#DscvMsg^{log}$ then
   New $D$;
   $DscvMsg^{log} \leftarrow DscvMsg$;
   if usable then
      Event← addJoin
   else
      Event← add
   end
else
   if $DscvMsg^{log}$ and $DscvMsg$ have matched or partially matched cache value then
      Event← addSplit;
      if matched then Remove matched cache;
      if partially matched then Update cache
   end
   if Progress($DscvMsg^{log}$) < Progress($DscvMsg$) then
      Event← adapt;
   end
   if Progress($DscvMsg^{log}$) == Progress($DscvMsg$) then
      Event← add ;
   end
end
switch Event do
   case addSplit:
      foreach $d_i \in D$ do $S_{post} \leftarrow S_{post} + Y$
   endsw
   case adapt:
      Clean $D$; $d_y \leftarrow \langle \text{Rid}, Y \rangle$;
   endsw
   case add|addJoin: $d_y \leftarrow \langle \text{Rid}, Y \rangle$
   endsw
//When a branch’s resolving is finished
Initiate cpltMsg' = $\langle R', \text{cache}, h \rangle$;
Send cpltcvMsg';
```

**Algorithm 1:** Local planning algorithm

During service planning, a matched participant create a guidepost for the composition if there is no one, and then a direction to link to the request sender (Line 5 and 32 in Algorithm 1) into the guidepost. Or, based on different goal-matching results, a
planning process generates corresponding events to adjust the directions maintained in an execution guidepost (Line 4-24 in Algorithm 1).

For example, when a composite participant $a$ receives a discovery message for a composition $R$ for the first time, if $a$’s service is usable to the composition, $a$ will generate an execution guidepost $G$, model its link to the sender $b$ of the discovery message as a direction $\langle R, b \rangle$, and add the direction into the $G$. If another discovery message for $R$ is received by $a$ from the sender $c$ afterwards, and $a$’s service is usable as well, a new direction $\langle R, c \rangle$ will be added to $G$.

Data: Receiver $X$ hosts $S = \langle S^f, IN, OUT, QoS time \rangle$.

Result: A $DscvMsg$ containing the remaining request $R'$

```plaintext
/* Handover */
1 if (Event!=add) && (RemainReq) then
2     Initiate $DscvMsg' = \langle R', cache', h' \rangle$, $R' = \langle I', O', F', C' \rangle$;
3     $O' \leftarrow IN$;
4     $F' \leftarrow F - S^f_{matched}$;
5     $C' \leftarrow C - QoS_{time}$;
6     Calculate $h$;
7     if $GoalMatch(S, R) = usable^+$ then
8         Initiate $cache_i = \langle S_{id}, m, c \rangle$;
9         $S_{id} \leftarrow P_{rec}$, $m \leftarrow OUT \cap O$;
10        $c \leftarrow \langle \text{num}(m)/\text{num}(O) \rangle$;
11        $cache' \leftarrow cache + cache_i$;
12     end
13     Send $DscvMsg'$;
14 end
```

Algorithm 2: Local service discovering algorithm (handover)

In the discovery handover state (Algorithm 2), a new discovery message can be created that depends on its matching level for the in progress composite request. A composite participant updates the composition request, by removing the goal, adding its required input parameters as a new goal, removing the matched function and changing the execution time ($QoS_{time}$) requirement in the request. Then, the updated request is enclosed in the discovery message.

In the case of requiring other service providers to work together with $S$ to support the goal, discovery messages keeps a cache. The cache stores information about a node $Y$ which sends a request $R$ to the composite participant $S$, in which the goal is only partially matched (Line 8 in Algorithm 2), i.e., when $GoalMatch(S, R) = usable^+$. 
In other words, a composite participant caches a request sender when the participant meets only a part of the request’s goal. The cache enables composition planning based on fine-grained goals for a composition request, allowing GoCoMo to flexibly use service providers to a composition that cannot satisfy the goal independently. This increases the scope of service discovery.

Definition 6. In a cache, a cached request sender is represented as a $C_i \in \text{cache} \ (C_i = \langle S_{id}, G_{\text{matched}}, \rho \rangle)$, where $S_{id}$ is the unique id of the requester node (e.g., the node $Y$), and the set $G_{\text{matched}}$ stores matched outputs. The parameter $\rho \ (\rho \in (0, 1))$ captures the progress of addressing the partially matched goal (e.g., how many goals of the request can be satisfied).

As shown in Figure 3.8, taking a compromise goal from Anne’s scenario (See Figure 1.2 and 1.3) as an example, Anne requires a route to the nearest store that sells nappies and from where to a babychanging seat. During the process, an IndoorMap provider receives a discovery message from a StoreRouter, which includes a subgoal for Anne to ask for two input parameters: local map and store address. As the IndoorMap service can only provide the local map, the StoreRouter’s goal is half matched, so the IndoorMap caches the request sender by adding $C = \langle \text{StoreRouter, localmap, 0.5} \rangle$ into the cache set. $C$ will be forwarded, along with the discovery message, to the composite participant’s neighbours until the required service that supports store address is found.
3.4.2.2 Complex Service flows

GoGoMo resolves a data-parallel task by allowing a composite participant to recognize and generate parallel execution branches. In particular, a composite participant recognizes AND-split-join control logic for a data-parallel task, and then generates a corresponding direction for it in the planning state.

AND-split-join control logic in a composition is detected using GoalMatch function (Formula 3.1 on page 66) and the analysis on received cache. The cache set in a discovery message also gets updated according to how the set matches the one in an old discovery message (Line 15-16 in Algorithm 1). A matched cache value is defined for two caches $C_1 = (S_1, G_1, \rho_1)$ and $C_2 = (S_2, G_2, \rho_2)$:

$$
C_1 \text{ and } C_2 \text{ are } \begin{cases} 
\text{matched} & \text{if } (G_1 \cap G_2 = \emptyset) \land (\rho_1 + \rho_2 = 1) \\
\text{partially matched} & \text{if } (G_1 \cap G_2 = \emptyset) \land (\rho_1 + \rho_2 < 1) \\
\text{mismatched} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

As mentioned (Line 7-22 in Algorithm 1), in the planning state a composition participant produces an event which triggers modification on execution directions. Composition participants generate event addsplit, if a new received DscvMsg contains a cache matching or partially matching the existing one (matched or partially matched using Formula 3.2). Composition participants create event addjoin, if it is usable to a new received DscvMsg (Formula 3.1). Event addsplit and addjoin triggers the creation of two types of directions for execution guideposts:

Definition 7. An AND-splitting direction directly links to multiple services, which requires the composite participant to simultaneously invoke these services for execution. An AND-joining direction links to a waypoint-service (join-node) that collects data from the composite participant and other services on different branches.

Figure 3.9 illustrates how a data-parallel task is generated. In a network consisting of one initiator and three service providers, one of the service provider (Provider3) depends on Provider1’s and Provider2’s output data for execution. During Provider1’s and Provider2’s local discovering process, the sub-goal generated by Provider3 cannot be independently satisfied by neither Provider1 nor Provider2. So Provider1 and
Provider\textsubscript{2} cache their remaining sub-goals and forward it. They also create an AND-joining direction that links to Provider\textsubscript{3}. The initiator receives the remaining sub-goals and finds them mergeable. Then an AND-splitting direction is created on the initiator. During service execution, the execution path is split into two branches at beginning, and then the branches are merged on Provider\textsubscript{3} by synchronizing the input data that comes from Provider\textsubscript{1} and Provider\textsubscript{2}. Figure 3.10 illustrates an example in Anne’s scenario for a dynamic composition overlay which contains AND-splitting directions and AND-joining directions. An AND-splitting direction on the service StoreLocator links to the FacilityRouter as well as the StoreRouter, while a AND-joining direction to this service indicates that a data syncing process will be needed on its subsequent execution.

### 3.4.3 Heuristic Service Discovery

The service discovery model finds services hop-by-hop based on service data dependency. During service discovery, service providers relay a passed-in composite request when they cannot match it. Given the large number of possible data dependency relations and possible relay nodes in a network, a discovery mechanism is required. This is to find
Figure 3.10: An example for dynamic composition overlay networks (DConns). $S_{id}$ represents an unique id for services. $S^{post}$ indicates the next service enough usable services in a reasonable period of time\(^3\) by employing a practical number of composite participants.

GoCoMo uses a function $r(n)$ to calculate the relaying cost (relaying hops) from the last composite participant to current composite participant $S_n$ (i.e., the $n^{th}$ composite participant to resolve the composition) or a relay node $R_i$ (for $r(i)$) (i.e., the $i^{th}$ node to forward the composition request). These calculations are based on the heuristic value $h$ in a discovery message.

$$h_n = \sum r(n) + n \quad (3.3)$$

The discovery cost is defined as

$$d(n) = \mu(h_{n-1} + r(i)) \quad (3.4)$$

where $\mu$ is a local communication channel parameter that is defined by local composite participants and relay nodes, which indicates the one-hop transmission delay. When a client issues a composite request, it sets up a time $T_{\text{discovery}}$ for global service discovery.

When the estimated remaining discovery time $T'_{\text{discovery}}$ is smaller than a threshold $\tau$:

$$T'_{\text{discovery}} = T_{\text{discovery}} - d(n) < \tau,$$

the node/participant will stop relaying/processing

\(^3\)A tolerable waiting time for a simple information query is about 2 second [Nah, 2004]. For operating tasks, the waiting time should be within 15 seconds [Miller, 1968].
the composition request. The threshold is determined by the remaining time constraint value on participant $S_n$, represented by

$$\tau = \frac{C_n}{d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

where $d$ is a weight value that determines the degree of interference in service discovery, and $C_n$ is the execution time constraint on $S_n$.

The interference degree $d$ is defined according to current service density. For example, in a network that has limited available services for a composition, the composition model sets up a low interference degree (large threshold) to enlarge the scope of service discovery, finding more service providers for the composition. In a service-abundant network, a high interference degree (small threshold) is preferred to reduce system traffic for service discovery. The selection policy for setting up the interference degree and the threshold value will be discussed in Chapter 5, based on network simulation results from scenarios with different networks and service configurations. This heuristic discovery check trades off the service discovery scope with the service user’s QoS requirements (in particular, response time). It prevents the system from over-expanding the discovery scope and unnecessary communications, but supports discovering sufficient composition results to support the user requirement.

Consider a brief example of heuristic service discovery (Figure 3.11). In a network including one initiator and ten service providers, the initiator wants to resolve a composition goal that has the potential to be satisfied by a composite service $X$. The initial service discovery time $T_{\text{discovery}}$ and the execution constraint $C$ are 1s. This example assumes that the time spent on one-hop-messaging is $= 0.1s$, and the relaying time on each participating node in a multi-hop messaging is omitted for simplicity. It also assumes that a candidate service provider needs $t = 0.01 - 0.05s$ to resolve a goal and $QoS_{\text{time}} = 0.01 - 0.1s$ to execute a service. As GoCoMo relies on backward planning, to discover $X$, $Provider_0$ needs to find $Service_2$ that has been deployed on $Provider_3$. According to the network graph, possible routes are: $Provider_0 \rightarrow Provider_1 \rightarrow Provider_2$ and $Provider_0 \rightarrow Provider_1 \rightarrow Provider_3 \rightarrow Provider_4 \rightarrow Provider_5 \rightarrow Provider_2$. During service discovery, every relay node checks the remaining discovery time before forwarding a discovery message, and the interference degree of the check is 1.5. As shown in Figure (d), on $Provider_4 T_{\text{discovery}}$ equals to $1 - 0.1 * (1 + 3) = 0.6$ and is smaller
Figure 3.11: GoCoMo’s heuristic service discovery protocol

than τ. Provider₄ stops relaying the message. This example shows how heuristic service discovery prevents a discovery message flooding the network.

3.4.4 Execution Fragments Selection and Invocation

In a global view, as shown in Figure 3.12, the general goal-driven approach (a) returns a set of independent service composites for selection, and GoCoMo (b) uses a control element to generate a flexible service composite that includes run-time selectable execution paths.

Control elements are enabled and managed locally by execution guideposts. Each execution guidepost that maintains possibly multiple directions acts as a OR-split\(^4\) control

\(^4\)An OR-split (split-choice) control element can have more than one outbound paths, and only one of them is selected for invocation [Liu and Kumar, 2005].
Figure 3.12: An example of GoCoMo’s execution path, in contrast to the one in a general decentralized service composition model.

A re-selection mechanism is also proposed to recover the system from path failures. Such a solution is partially found beforehand (in the global discovery stage), and can be expanded during service execution if newly matched services join the network.

Figure 3.13: An execution guidepost’s life cycle.
Operations on path creation and selection are managed in an execution guidepost’s life cycle. Execution guideposts have a life cycle with four phases: preparing, verifying, directing and waiting. Figure 3.13 shows the life cycle, and how it spans the duration of a participant’s local discovering and local composing processes.

A composite participant $S_n$ assigns a lifetime $T_n$ for an execution guidepost when establishing it. The $T_n$ is determined according to the remaining time constraints ($C_n$) and a heuristic value (Section 3.4.3). Once an execution guidepost is initialized, it starts to prepare for composition by collecting directions and maintaining them. As mentioned in Algorithm 1 (Line 25-30 on page 67), the guidepost updates and verifies the maintained directions, in responding to an event. In an local composing process, an execution guidepost fetches the address of the first service provider in a primary direction. After that the first service provider gets invoked. The execution guidepost transits to a waiting state. Subsequently, if its lifetime $T_n$ is still not expired, the guidepost will live for a while in case the remaining execution needs a rollback for failure recovery (see Section 3.4.4.2). If $T_n$ has expired, the participant drops the guidepost for the composition request, removing itself from consideration in the composition. The overall composition process continuous to work with the dynamic composition overlay (see Figure 3.7 (a)).

### 3.4.4.1 Service Composite Selection and Invocation

The GoCoMo service composition process binds services on demand and releases them after execution. This means a composite participant’s computing resources is locked only for the duration of its local composing process. This may reduce the time a composite participant is occupied, which in turn increases its overall service availability. As mentioned, a client selects a service composite for invocation after its global service discovery process times out. Note that the actual information about the full composite is not sent to the client. Instead, the client receives the information about each service composite’s reliability value and the first service provider’s address. Based on the reliability values, the most reliable composite can be selected for invocation. The client sends a message to the first service provider to starts a global service execution process. The message contains an invocation token to bind service providers and the input data for the composition. Service providers receive the message and trigger their own local service composing process, as shown in Figure 3.7 (c).
A local service composition process is a transition from the invoking state to the composition handover state (Figure 3.7). Directions with the best quality value $Q$ (Definition 3) will be chosen for the next-hop invocation. The $Q$ ($Q > 0$) on participant $n$ is calculated based on service execution time $\sum QoS_{time}^n$ on each service and the remaining execution path’s robustness.

$$Q = \alpha * \sum QoS_{time}^n + \beta h_n \quad (3.6)$$

where $\alpha$ is a weight value determined by the local network’s dynamism, and $h_n$ is a heuristic value that reflects the remaining path’s length. The $\beta$ derives from a path duration estimation scheme [Sadagopan and Bai, 2003] to estimate an execution path’s robustness in mobile ad hoc networks.

$$\beta = \lambda_0 v / R \quad (3.7)$$

where $\lambda_0$ is a proportion constant defined by network factors like node density, $v$ is the nodes’ average speed, and $R$ represents the transmission range [Sadagopan and Bai, 2003]. GoCoMo service providers do not have a global view, and so such parameters are calculated using the properties of a service provider’s local network (a.k.a., vicinity). Specifically, $v$ and $R$ are based on a service provider’s own features, and $\lambda_0$ is determined by the number of received service announcement messages (see Section 3.4.4.2) in a particular period. A direction that can route to a reliable execution path with a quick execution time can have a low $Q$ value. As a direction for services executed in parallel may have waypoints, to synchronize a parallel service flow, the join-node will be selected when a parallel flow starts to execute.

### 3.4.4.2 Service Execution and Guidepost Adaptation

To make use of run-time proactive service announcement, GoCoMo allows composition participants to receive service announcement messages and invite new emerged service providers to participate in a composition.

**Definition 8.** A service announcement message is described as $SA = (P_{address}, OUT_p)$, where $P_{address}$ represents the unique address of the service provider, and the $OUT_p$ is the output data can be provided by the service provider.
To reduce communication overhead and the time spent on dynamic service matchmaking, the service announcement message uses only the output data instead of the entire service specification defined in Section 3.4.1 Definition 1 on page 59.

When a composition participant receives a service announcement message from a new service provider, it uses the \textit{GoalMatch} function (Formula 3.1) to compute if the service provider is usable to the composition. The composition participant invites usable service providers to join in the composition process by sending a previously logged discovery message. The new service provider receives the discovery message and decides whether or not to participate in the composition according to its local resources and service availability. If the new service provider decides to engage in the composition, it performs the local service discovery process (see Figure 3.7), adding the inviter (the composition participant who invites the new service provider) as a direction in its own maintained execution guidepost. Inviting and composing a new service can occur at any stage of a composition process as long as the inviter has not yet been executed.

During service execution, the availability of the first service on a direction is known by a composition participant through a invocation token. When a service is found to be unavailable, the composition model applies a \textit{backjumping} mechanism to prevent failures. During composition, a composite participant will get the id of the closest service that has multiple available directions from a service allocation token (see data \( D \) in Figure 3.7 and Table 3.1). If a composite participant cannot find a service available for composition handover, the composition will back-jump to the one that has multiple available directions, as long as it still locks resources for the composition (i.e., its guidepost is in the waiting phase), so that another potential remaining execution path can be picked out for execution. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.14. If the link between \textit{Provider}_2 and \textit{Provider}_3 gets lost when executing the primary composition service \textit{Provider}_1 \rightarrow \textit{Provider}_2 \rightarrow \textit{Provider}_3, \textit{Provider}_2 detects such link loss and allows the service execution process to back-jump to \textit{Provider}_1 who has a backup direction \rightarrow \textit{Provider}_4 that is able to invoke another execution path \textit{Provider}_4 \rightarrow \textit{Provider}_5 \rightarrow \textit{Provider}_3. An execution can ultimately fail if no execution path is available.
3.5 Quantitative Analysis on GoCoMo

A quantitative analysis on GoCoMo are conducted, and the result is presented in Table 3.2. A set of parameters reflect the topics of GoCoMo’s theoretical performance and scalability, including the resource consumption on each participant, the complexity of composition results, how service density affects a service composition process, and how many consumers or composition requests can be supported by the service composition system in a period (Workload). Generally, GoCoMo’s message size and the number of the messages are affected by the length of the composed service flow. A long service flow can make messages larger and requires more messages to coordinate participant service providers. The composed service flow’s logic and participants’ mobility also have an influence on them. The more branches a service flow has, the bigger a discovery message are, and the faster the context changes, the more messages are needed to adapt the composition from any potential composition failure.

Composition delay represents the time spent on executing a composite service. It depends on each service’s execution time, the time spent on one-hop transmission, and the length of a service composite’s execution path including the number of transmission hops between successive services and the number of hops to route the execution result.
Table 3.2: Quantitative analysis on GoCoMo’s theoretical performance and scalability. (avg.=average)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Best case</th>
<th>Worst case</th>
<th>Avg. Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. discovery message size</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message/participants</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 + 2N</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall messages</td>
<td>2L</td>
<td>(1 + 2N)L</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition delay</td>
<td>$MLT \sum_{i=1}^{L} t_i$</td>
<td>$2MNLT \sum_{i=1}^{L} t_i$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant providers</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>$NL e^{-aD}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload</td>
<td>BN</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A = Not applicable
Average size of a subgoal request = S
Average candidate service providers per subgoal = N
Average composition length (No. of subgoals) = L
Service distance (No. of communication hops between two neighbouring services providers) = M
Heuristic interference degree = D
Buffer size of provider (the amount of composition information a service provider can maintain synchronously) = B
Time spent on one-hop transmission = T
Service $i$’s execution time = $t_i$

back to the composition requester. It also relates to mobility issues, and back-jumping a composition process to recover failures caused by a missing service provider increases the composition delay. In the best case, GoCoMo can invoke a service composite in which any service provider is in its successive services’ vicinity. Note that, in a real world scenario, package loss during message transmission may increase failures and delay a composition process. Package loss rate is usually hard to be accurately and precisely predicted, and is affected by signal strength, network congestion, the receiver’s message buffer size, etc.

The participating providers indicates the DCON’s size, which means how many service providers join in the DCON to create a guidepost using their local resources for a service composition process. Less participant providers for one composition can expand globally available resources for the other compositions. However, if more service providers participate a composition, this composition has more backup execution paths when the primary one fails. The number of participant service provider is determined by heuristic service discovery’s interference degree and package loss rate. Given the use of execution guideposts and on-demand service binding, GoCoMo allows resource-rich service
providers to support multiple composition requests synchronously, by maintaining a set of guideposts. The maximum workload depends on service providers’ local resources (e.g., the buffer size).

### 3.6 Design Summary

This chapter introduces GoCoMo, and how GoCoMo tackles open issues as service provisioning failures and composition overhead. GoCoMo is a decentralised model designed for service composition in mobile and pervasive environments.

GoCoMo includes a flexible composition discovery model that supports planning-based service announcement and decentralized backward service discovery. Service providers cooperate to backward resolve a composition request from the goal to its initial state. The proposed composition discovery model generates a set of execution guideposts to enable decentralized service invocation and composite adaptation. This model also supports complex compositions. In other words, a service composite can include parallel service flows, when it is necessary.

In addition, GoCoMo introduces a heuristic service discovery model to achieve dynamically controlled request flooding. GoCoMo uses an infrastructure-less design for the heuristic service discovery model, and controls request floods by a threshold. Particularly, when the cost on a request routing process has exceeded the threshold, the process is stopped by service providers. Instead of assigning one uniform threshold to the global network, GoCoMo allows each individual service provider (router) to dynamically select a threshold, according to its own network property.

Moreover, GoCoMo provides adaptation and selection on fragments of execution paths (execution fragment). An execution fragment is maintained by a service provider, which includes information about the service provider’s next participant provider, some important waypoints (i.e., execution branches’ join node, see Definition 7 on page 70) on this path to the final service provider, and a value to indicate the reliability of service providers on this path as well as the connection between them. Such an execution fragment is adaptable when the service provider detects a new execution path that has the potential to support the composition goal. Since execution fragments use Or-split logic to include different execution paths, when the primary path in a fragment fails,
an alternative can be rapidly re-composed for execution. GoCoMo performs execution path selection dynamically on service providers. A service provider finishes its own service execution, and then selects and invokes an execution fragment for the subsequent execution.

In summary, service composition can apply the GoCoMo process to dynamically plan for service composites, to self-organise a composition process, to reduce failure recovery delay, and minimise standby time for service providers, as illustrated in Figure 3.15. The remaining of this thesis describes how to implement GoCoMo model, evaluates how GoCoMo satisfies the design requirements outlined in this chapter, and discusses the limitation of GoCoMo.

**Figure 3.15:** Kiviat diagram: GoCoMo’s features comparing to 3 closest approaches
Chapter 4

Implementation

The previous chapter describes the design of GoCoMo, and illustrates how it addresses the challenges of service provision in pervasive computing environments. The GoCoMo composition process is supported by a middleware, named GoCoMo middleware. The GoCoMo middleware contains the generic implementations of GoCoMo’s algorithms and processes. This chapter describes in detail how to realise the GoCoMo middleware, and presents two prototypes, one for Android-based devices and the other for NS-3 platforms.

An overview of the GoCoMo middleware’s architecture is presented in Section 4.1, which includes a description of the modules that comprise it, and an explanation of each module’s responsibility in the GoCoMo service composition process. Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 describe the inner module implementation details and how the GoCoMo composition behaviours are realised by these modules. Section 4.6 introduces the GoCoMo middleware’s prototypes.

4.1 GoCoMo Architecture

The GoCoMo service composition process executes in the context of the GoCoMo middleware. Figure 4.1 illustrates a high-level structure of the GoCoMo middleware, consists of 10 modules, including 6 major modules, 3 utility modules and 1 GUI module. Any participant in the GoCoMo environment will install all the middleware modules. The major modules’ responsibilities are listed as follows:
GoCoMo Client Engine (GClientE) is responsible for managing global composition processes for service clients. Its operation includes issuing composition requests, managing the discovered service composites and selecting one of them for invocation.

GoCoMo Provider Engine (GProviderE) is responsible for managing local service composition processes for service providers, through interacting with other modules to manipulate such a service composition process’s state transition.

Execution Guidepost Manager (ExeGM) underpins GProviderE by managing the information about the discovered service providers and service composites. It is responsible for overseeing the local execution guideposts’ life-cycles and working out the best execution path for service invocation.

Control Logic Helper (CtrlLogic) is responsible for deciding if a composition request matches a local service and how the local service can engage in the composition. CtrlLogic, if necessary, also reasons about control logic in a service execution path, such as AND-split-join. In other words, it permits ExeGM to include parallel service flows to an execution path.
Routing Helper assists GProviderE to determine whether to continue a request routing operation, which implements the heuristics service discovery model introduced in GoCoMo.

GoCoMo Message Helper (GMsgHelper) is responsible for parsing or generating messages for information exchange between composition participants. Such messages include composition requests, DscvMsg (discovery messages), complete tokens, invocation tokens, recovery token, and service announcement messages.

A set of utility modules and a GUI module in the GoCoMo middleware collaborate with the major modules, facilitating composition processes and user interaction.

GoCoMo UI is a user interface that obtains user requirements from human users for GClientE to issue a composition request, and receives service registration information from service providers.

Service Manager provides an interface for service-related operations. Specifically, it allows services to be registered with the GoCoMo middleware on its own device, to enable service provisioning. It also invokes local services for execution at runtime, and fetches execution outcomes from the invoked service instance.

Data Manager is responsible for caching/fetching support data for a composition process, such as historical discovery messages and network property data.

Matchmaker is responsible for matching two entities and returning the matchmaking result to CtrlLogic. Matchmaking method can be syntactic or semantic depending on the domain of the operating environment.

These GoCoMo middleware modules collaborate with each other to 1) search for service composites on behalf of composition clients and 2) let mobile devices participate in a composition process as a service provider.

From a composition client’s perspective (i.e., composition requester), the GoCoMo middleware receives a composition requirement from GoCoMo UI and formats the requirement as a service composition request, using GMsgHelper. The request is then sent to the local network to initialise a global service discovery process. Before the service discovery process finishes, any discovered service composite pushed to the client will be
verified by GClientE. GClientE keeps only the valid ones. After the discovery process, GClientE selects a service composite from those stored previously, and invokes it by sending the required input data to the first service provider in the composite, and then waits until an execution result arrives.

The GoCoMo middleware shares a provider’s services in two ways: planning and advertising. In a planning process (see Section 3.4.2), a composition request, parsed by GMsgHelper, is firstly checked by CtrlLogic to find out whether a provider’s local service satisfies the composition request. In particular, CtrlLogic uses Matchmaker to match the composition request’s goal to the local service’s output, and returns matchmaking outcomes to CtrlLogic. If the outcomes show that the service is “usable”, CtrlLogic generates an event that suggests how the provider can engage the composition. GProviderE gets the event from CtrlLogic and asks ExeGM to initialize or update an execution guidepost, depending on the event.

A provider device advertises a service using Service Manager. If a service provider that engages a composition process as a participant, receives a service advertisement message, the participant’s GMsgHelper draws service information from the message. Then, GProviderE fetches a locally cached passed-out discovery message from Data Manager, and calls CtrlLogic, examining if the service matches the composition’s goal. As mentioned in Section 3.4, the matched services’ provider gets invited to join in the composition by the participant.

During service execution (see Section 3.4.4), Service Manager invokes a local service, and passes the input data to GProviderE. After the local services are executed, a direction that indicates the subsequent execution path is selected by ExeGM, and GProviderE sends the execution result to the next service provider in the execution path. The service execution process will be continuously performed by the subsequent service providers.

More details about the interaction between these GoCoMo middleware modules and the inner module implementations will be presented in the rest of this chapter.
4.2 GoCoMo Client and Provider

GoCoMo App, as mentioned, has GClientE and GProviderE that realise the management of global service composition and local service composition, respectively. This section describes the inner implementation of these two modules, and their interactions with other GoCoMo middleware modules.

4.2.1 GoCoMo Client Engine

GClientE is a group of classes that enable GoCoMo’s global service discovery and execution for composition clients (requesters). A global service discovery and execution process (see Figure 3.4 on page 62) includes the behaviours of issuing composition requests, receiving composition results, selecting a service composite from the results, and invoking the selected composite for execution. GClientE deals with all aspects of the client behaviors in a GoCoMo composition process.

Figure 4.2: GoCoMo Client Engine Implementation: class diagram of GoCoMo Client Engine and its relations to other GoCoMo modules
Figure 4.2 illustrates the class diagram of GClientE. GClientE implements two classes GoCoMoClient and CompositePool. A GoCoMoClient object receives a GoCoMo message and conducts overall global composition management. It includes an active() method to atomically execute service searching or service composite updating. CompositePool extends the Guidepost class to get access to and maintain the composite data. That data is expressed as a Direction object, the implementation of which will be detailed in Section 4.4.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the major interactions between GoCoMoClient, CompositePool, and the classes involved in (a) a global service discovery and (b) an execution process. When the GoCoMo middleware receives a GoCoMo composition request, a GoCoMoClient object is created, and at the same time a TTL value (see Section 3.4.2) is assigned
to the object that represents the object’s lifetime. GoCoMoClient initialises a CompositePool instance, and calls a send() method in SendService class to pass the request to other peers in the network.

GoCoMoClient receives cpltMsg from a service provider that contains information about a discovered service composite, if the request is resolved by the service provider. GoCoMoClient retrieves a composite data, and calls a verifyResult() method in CompositePool to check the validity of the composite (i.e., whether or not this composite satisfies all the functional and non-functional requirements in a GoCoMo request). CompositePool keeps valid composites by modelling them as Direction data and storing this data in a key-value pair directionMap.

After the global discovery process times out, GoCoMoClient invokes the getComposite() method in CompositePool to obtain the address of the first service provider in the best candidate service composite. It then fetches extra information about the composite, for example a waypoint service provider in the execution, using the getComposition-Info() method. GoCoMoClient calls the getInvocationMsg() in GoCoMoMessage class to obtain a invokeMsg, getting ready for the composite’s execution.

### 4.2.2 GoCoMo Service Provider

The GoCoMo Provider Engine (GProviderE) is implemented as a GoCoMoProvider class. Instances of GoCoMoProvider locally control all the request resolving and service routing behaviours. The GoCoMo middleware invokes a GoCoMoProvider instance to handle a composition request, and launch a local service composition process. Figure 4.4 shows how a GoCoMoProvider object interacts with other GoCoMo classes to enable local service composition processes.

In local service discovery, a composition discovery message (dscvMsg) received by the GoCoMo middleware is first managed by a GoCoMoMessage object that analyses the type of, and retrieves the content of this message. The processed message is then passed to GoCoMoProvider (Figure 4.4 (a)). GoCoMoProvider first calls genLogic() in LogicController class that returns an event data to trigger the locally cached execution guidepost’s adaptation. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2 (page 60), GoCoMo defines four events, each of which triggers an adaptation behaviour defined in GuidepostManager.
Adaptation behaviours include *add*, *addJoin*, *addSplit* and *adapt*. The event data is sent to an instance of `GuidepostManager` to generate/update an execution path. *GoCoMoProvider* afterwards chooses to keep forwarding the remaining request or send a discovered composite to the client, depending on whether or not the passed-in request has been completely resolved.

Service advertisement messages are also handled in local service discovery processes. As shown in Figure 4.4(b), *GoCoMoProvider* receives a service advertisement from other devices, asks `LogicController` to measure if the service's output meets the composition's goal, and then invites the provider of the service that satisfies the composition's goal to engage in the composition by sending out a `dscvMsg`.

When a global service execution process reaches a local service, this service's execution is invoked by an `exeMsg` data. As introduced in Section 3.4.4 the `exeMsg` data includes the input data of the local service and the address of the last guidepost that maintains multiple directions for this composition. Besides, if such a service is in a parallel execution flow, its join node(waypoint)'s address is also included. Figure 4.4(c) shows how *GoCoMoProvider* invokes a local service and how the subsequent service composite is selected. Similar to *GoCoMoClient*’s behaviour shown in Figure 4.3(c), *GoCoMoProvider* obtain the next service provider’s information and receives an `exeMsg` in the `getExeMsg()` callback. The `exeMsg` is then sent out to invoke the next service provider.

### 4.3 Routing Controller

In a local service discovery process (Figure 4.4(a)), *GoCoMoProvider* uses a `RoutingController.verify()` method to get permission to continue the local service discovery process. The `RoutingController` class, as shown in Figure 4.5, has methods to compute discovery cost and generate new heuristic values. The `verify()` method in `RoutingController` returns a boolean value, and a ”true” value represents that the discovery cost is still affordable and the local service discovery may continue. Heuristic values were introduced in Section 3.4.3 See Formula 3.3 (page 72) for more details.
Figure 4.4: Local Service Composition Implementation: (a) high-level sequence of local service discovery, (b) inviting new service providers, and (c) invocation.

Figure 4.5: Class diagram of RoutingController.
4.4 Guidepost Manager

A guidepost is a networked element in a dynamic composition overlay network (see Section 3.4.2, Definition 5). A guidepost is associated with one GoCoMo composition process, caching information about candidate service composites. Such candidate service composites’ information are modeled as directions. Each direction has an unique id, and contains a list of service providers that would require input data from the guidepost’s host device for service execution, a list of way-point nodes, and a value that indicates the reliability of its corresponding service composite (see Section 3.4.2, Definition 5 and 7 on page 70 for more details).

The GoCoMo middleware uses Guidepost Manager to oversee a guidepost’s life-cycle. Guidepost Manager is a group of classes supporting a series of behaviors including creating execution guideposts, verifying a guidepost, updating directions, etc.

Figure 4.6 depicts Guidepost Manager’s class diagram, which contains classes Guidepost, Direction and GuidepostManager. Direction is a complex type containing id, postConditionNode, qos, etc. Direction objects for the same composition are maintained in a List, distinguished by their id attributes, and mapped to one Guidepost object. In other words, Guidepost objects and Direction objects are saved as paired key-value sets. Once a Guidepost object is destroyed, all the Direction objects maintained in the Guidepost will be dropped. GuidepostManager consists of methods that get data from or update a Guidepost object.

4.4.1 Adapting a Guidepost

A key point for GoCoMo is that a guidepost can be dynamically adapted, which allows a participant to 1) cache newly available service providers for a composition, 2) locally merge multiple execution branches to form a parallel service composite, and 3) replace service providers by one that provides better QoS. As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, GoCoMoProvider passes an event (add, addJoin, addSplit or adapt) to GuidepostManager to trigger adaptation on an execution guidepost (see update(event,dscvMsg) in Figure 4.4(a)). Figure 4.7 outlines diverse events and their accordant adaptation behaviours.
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Figure 4.6: Guidepost Manager Implementation: a class diagram of Guidepost Manager.

Figure 4.7: Guidepost Manager Sequence: high-level sequence of Guidepost adaptation behaviours. Interactions related to the HashMap object are not illustrated.
GuidepostManager receives this event, a composition process id and the adaptation data, and then fetches the corresponding Guidepost using the composition process id. The Guidepost gets activated, and updates the direction it maintains based on the event. For event add and addjoin, Guidepost obtains the postCondition, the waypoint list, and the qos from the adaptation data, and uses them to create a new Direction object and a key-value pair to store the object. Note that Guidepost inserts the post condition node into the waypoint before generating direction (see Definition 7 on page 70, AND-joining direction) for an addjoin event. For event addsplit, Guidepost updates currently stored directions by add a new node into their postNode list. For event adapt, Guidepost calls the cleanDirection() to remove the stored Direction data, and then creates a new Direction mapping to the composition’s Guidepost.

4.4.2 Guidepost Data in Service Execution

A Guidepost object is used in a service execution process to provide composite information for GoCoMoProvider. The main operations to get composition information from GuidepostManager has been introduced in Section 4.2.2, and depicted in Figure 4.4 (b). In the GuidepostManager class, the getFirstProvider() method is called to return an address data of the first service provider in the best execution path.

4.5 GoCoMo Message Helper

GoCoMo Message Helper (GMsgHelper) is a group of classes that define different Go-CoMo messages data and support message generating and parsing. As depicted in Figure 4.8, this thesis uses the builder pattern to realize GMsgHelper. A GoCoMo message consists of header data, content data and extra data. The header data includes information about the message type, request id, the sender’s address and the receiver’s address. The content data, depending on the message type, can include a composition request or service information. The extra data provides additional content data, like the address of the nearest service provider that hosts a Or-split guidepost. An example of GoCoMo messages is presented in Figure A.3 on page 137 in Appendix A.1.
4.6 GoCoMo Prototypes

Two GoCoMo prototypes were implemented to support a proof of concept. One is a middleware application on Android platforms and the other is an extension module on the NS-3 platform. Both of the prototypes realise GoCoMo composition processes, and are designed for the purpose of evaluating GoCoMo’s feasibility and performance.

4.6.1 GoCoMo Prototype on Android

As one of the most popular mobile OS, Android has been installed in millions of mobile devices [Burnette 2009, Butler 2011, Gronli et al. 2014, Okediran 2014, Pandey and Nakra 2014]. More than 1.5 million applications are available in the Android application market (Google Play) by August 2015 [AppBrain 2015], covering various categories like education, entertainment, business, health, travel & local, etc. This suggests considerable potential for widespread availability of services in pervasive environments. Research on Android-based services in pervasive computing environments has led to investigations on cooperating multiple Android mobile devices to support a composed functionality,
such as using smart phones and smart bracelets to enable mobile sensing for a healthcare environments [Pigadas et al., 2011, Postolache et al., 2011]. The Android OS and Android applications require an effective tool to ease cooperation between devices and services.

The GoCoMo middleware prototype implemented for Android-based devices, GoCoMo App for simplicity, contains all the major modules introduced above, and supports GoCoMo composition processes. As for the utility modules in the GoCoMo middleware, GoCoMo App relies on syntactic matchmaking for Matchmaker, and realises the Data Manager and Service Manager. Implementing semantic matchmaking is out of this thesis’s scope, and will be discussed in the future work chapter. Figure 4.9 briefly illustrates how GoCoMo App implements the GoCoMo middleware to slot its modules in the Android application framework. As GoCoMo App was designed for the purpose of evaluating GoCoMo in real world, in addition to the GoCoMo middleware, GoCoMo App realized a visualization module that renders GoCoMo App’s real-time information that indicates how a GoCoMo composition process is performed at runtime. To enable a service provisioning network, GoCoMo App employed and implemented BlueHoc [Hinostrosa et al., 2014], a bluetooth-based ad hoc network for Android distributed computing. Execution guideposts generated during a GoCoMo composition process are serialised to JSON data and saved using the SharedPreference APIs provided in Android.
More details about GoCoMo App are in Appendix [A.1]. Note that GoCoMo App performs the GoCoMo composition process on composition clients’ and service providers’ devices with an Activity running to display such a process’s run-time information. This is of use when evaluating GoCoMo since it allows device owners to monitor their own GoCoMo App’s performance. In real world scenarios, keeping a screen active is battery-consuming, which may reduce a device’s availability, and so GoCoMo App should be extended to run in the background to reduce energy cost. In addition, GoCoMo App used a bluetooth ad hoc network. Bluetooth-based networks have very limited communication ranges, making them a less-competitive technique for wireless communication. A WiFi-based network is preferred because of its large communication range, but enabling WiFi ad hoc requires re-configurations on Android devices, for example, rooting a device or installing a third-party application. GoCoMo App does not go into the above issues as they are out of this thesis’s scope, but these issues should be considered when deploying GoCoMo App for real world use.

4.6.2 GoCoMo Prototype on Ns-3

![GoCoMo Prototype on NS-3](image)

---

![GoCoMo-ns3](image)

1 An Activity provides a screen with which users can get information or interact in order to modify the local service information or input a composition requirement.
Ns-3 is an open-source network simulator based on C++, providing an open, extensible network simulation platform [Ns-3 2015]. A ns-3 extension model is a group of classes providing a specific sets of functionalities, which includes related classes, examples, as well as tests, and can be used with existing ns-3 modules/models [Ns-3 2015]. This thesis describes a ns-3 extension model, named GoCoMo-ns3, build on top of NS-3 platforms, which realizes most of the GoCoMo middleware modules. In particular, GoCoMo-ns3 includes all the major modules of the GoCoMo middleware, and a part of the utility modules. The GoCoMo UI module and the Service Manager module are excluded, because the prototype is designed for evaluating GoCoMo’s performance and feasibility in a service network, and does not involve actual services’ execution and user interactions. Figure 4.10 illustrates how the GoCoMo middleware is added to the ns-3 platform as an extension model and how other ns-3 modules/models work with GoCoMo-ns3 to support a simulation of the GoCoMo composition process. Further details in GoCoMo-ns3 are presented in Appendix A2, and the experiment configuration will be introduced in the next chapter.

4.7 Implementation Summary

This chapter introduces the GoCoMo middleware and two prototype implementations on the Android platform and the ns-3 platform. The GoCoMo middleware lies between local services and the network on each composition participant.

The GoCoMo composition is mainly realized by a number of major modules, which include GClienE and GProviderE to coordinate actions across the global composition process and the local composition process, respectively. ExeGM and CtrlLogic are used to generate a service execution workflow, which may include complex control logic if necessary. In addition, GMsgHelper manages all the messages that are used in interactions between composition participants to exchange information. RoutingHelper controls such messages’ transmission in a network. Utility modules and UI modules underpin GoCoMo composition processes by assisting the major modules to operate matchmaking or obtain context data. Their implementation may differ in varying platforms.

This chapter also describes two prototype implementations for the GoCoMo middleware that are designed for evaluation. The next chapter, based on these prototypes,
describes the evaluation of GoCoMo through NS-3-based simulation and a case study in an Android device network, and presents the evaluation results.
Chapter 5

Evaluation

The previous chapter introduced the GoCoMo middleware and the details of its implementation, which underpins the GoCoMo composition process proposed in Chapter 3. This chapter evaluates how well the GoCoMo approach addresses the target environment by satisfying the required features specified in Section 3.1. Three evaluation objectives are realised in this chapter:

1. to determine whether the GoCoMo middleware can flexibly reason about a service composite at runtime, in a decentralised manner, and self-organizes the composite’s execution and adaptation.

2. to quantify the success of GoCoMo’s service planning, heuristic request routing and composition adaptation model, in terms of planning and execution failure probability.

3. to evaluate the performance of GoCoMo, determining its feasibility in a range of mobile and pervasive networks/scenarios.

This chapter first outlines the evaluation method and a list of evaluation criteria, and then introduces a case study that achieved evaluation objective-1. After that, a simulation is used to address evaluation objective-2 and -3. The GoCoMo composition process is examined under different scenarios in mobile and pervasive environments. The validity of the evaluation results is discussed in [308].
5.1 Evaluation Methods and Criteria

Given the challenges outlined in this thesis (see Section 1.1), a usable service composition model for pervasive computing should be able to tackle infrastructure-less networks, providing a dynamic, decentralized service composition process. The service composition process itself should be sufficiently time-efficient and adaptable to reduce composition failures caused by changes to the network and the service topology. This thesis used a simulation study and a prototype case study to evaluate GoCoMo.

A case study is an observation-based method that investigates a single entity’s activity within a specific time space [Flyvbjerg, 2006, Wohlin et al., 2003a,b], and can be used to evaluate the benefits of methods and tools [Kitchenham et al., 1995]. Prototype case studies relying on real-world pilot implementations can reflect the behaviour of a model in the real world scenario [Kiess and Mauve, 2007], based on which, the model’s feasibility, reliability or flexibility can be investigated [Wohlin et al., 2003a]. Many service composition models and composite adaptation strategies proposed to support service provision have adopted prototype case studies [Bucchiarone et al., 2010, Mateescu et al., 2008, Mostarda et al., 2010, Newman and Kotonya, 2012, Poizat and Yan, 2010].

This thesis built a testbed that relies on Android platforms, and deployed a pilot implementation of GoCoMo on the testbed to conduct a prototype case study. Testbeds, sometimes called experimentation networks, are in-lab networks established and used by researchers [Hogie et al., 2006]. In general, testbeds have limited scalability in terms of network size because of the cost of hardware and the monitoring/deployment difficulties, but capture more aspects that influence the performance of algorithms and protocols comparing to software-based simulators [Kiess and Mauve, 2007]. The prototype case study focuses on the following evaluation metrics:

1. Support for pervasive environments where previously cached conceptual composites are impossible (Challenge 1).

2. Support for infrastructure-less networks and fully decentralized service discovery and execution (Challenge 2)

3. Support for service composite adaptation when the operating environment is dynamic and open (Challenge 3, 4 and 5).
In the domain of decentralized service composition that assumes multiple composition planners, the network will include a number of real devices that have enough resources to perform a local planning process. Using a number of real devices is always impractical in laboratory-scale evaluation studies, making it difficult to demonstrate a model’s performance in a scalable network (i.e., where the number of nodes is equal to or above 20). Many researchers in the pervasive computing domain, especially those have the particular focus on mobile ad hoc networks, consider simulation studies as a helpful evaluation method. The majority of them used only simulations, and several others combined a small scale (using 5-25 nodes) prototype case study and a simulation study to evaluate their approach [Lin et al., 2015c].

Simulation studies that take a network simulation as a controlled experiment have been widely used in service-oriented computing research [Efstathiou et al., 2014a; Kim et al., 2006]. A simulation-based experiment models an algorithm with a high degree of abstraction and performs it in an artificial software environment, which makes the experiment effective, repeatable, controllable, and scalable [Breslau et al., 2000; Kiess and Mauve, 2007]. Such an experiment relies on the simplification of real-world scenarios, manipulating a series of environmental or systemic variables to get an algorithm’s performance values in diverse scenarios or under different system configurations. [Wohlin et al., 2003a,b].

This thesis quantified GoCoMo’s composition failures and performance, to demonstrate GoCoMo’s advantages in a set of scenarios through a simulation-based experiment. This experiment used the following evaluation criteria:

4. Planning failure rate: GoCoMo’s success at finding sequential solutions to a goal request. The service composition/planning failure rate is calculated as the ratio ($\in [0,1]$) of the number of failed planning processes to the number of all the issued requests during the simulation cycles. The duration for a client to receive the first pre-execution plan and the sent messages (system traffic) during this process were also measured for performance analysis.

5. Execution failure rate: GoCoMo’s success at handling potential failures that may appear during service execution. In this experiment, the execution failure rate is computed as the ratio ($\in [0,1]$) of the number of failed executions to the number
of all the successful planning processes, considering different system configurations (i.e., mobility, and network size). This experiment also included measurements for execution performance, such as response time for a client to receive the execution result and the system traffic during this process.

6. The failure rate for composing parallel service flows: GoCoMo’s success at finding and invoking parallel solutions. Composition failure rates were calculated under different service availability configurations.

5.2 Prototype Case Study

The prototype case study deployed the GoCoMo middleware in a real world pervasive network, and discovered the feasibility of GoCoMo’s decentralized backward planning algorithm and adaptation mechanism. The Android-based prototype implementation is named GoCoMo App and was introduced in Section 4.6.1 and Appendix A.1.

Testbeds have been used in the MANET domain, and usually realize a network containing less than 50 nodes [Hogie et al., 2006]. With the increasing number of advanced but expensive mobile devices to be used to support pervasive environments, many researchers have built testbeds on a network involving only a small number (< 10) of such devices [Hiyama et al., 2012, Kumar and Sam, 2015] to evaluate algorithms or protocols in MANETs.

This thesis developed a testbed with 8 mobile Android devices marked as Device 0 to 7. Table 5.1 presents the basic information about the devices and their configurations. The GoCoMo App was deployed on the Android OS with API level from 19 to 22, running across a range of mobile devices. The devices have diverse computing power ranging from a CPU speed of 2 GHz and 1GB RAM to a Quad-core 2.5GHz CPU and 3GB RAM, which covered most mainstream manufacturer brands and best-selling Android devices. The GoCoMo App was developed to visualise the GoCoMo composition process at runtime, and the dynamic system performance on each participated device was monitored by a Android Device Monitor embedded in Android Studio IDE. Figure 5.1 illustrates all the devices used in the study and the testbed system in operation.

### Table 5.1: Devices used in case studies (M.M: Manufacturer and Model Number, OS: Android OS version)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>API</th>
<th>M.M</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>RAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.1.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Nexus 7 (2013)</td>
<td>Quad-core 1.5 GHz</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.1.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Nexus 7 (2013)</td>
<td>Quad-core 1.5 GHz</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.4.2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>SM-N9006 (Galaxy Note 3)</td>
<td>Quad-core 2.3 GHz</td>
<td>3 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.0.2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Motorola G-2</td>
<td>Quad-core 1.2 GHz</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.4.2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>SM-N9005 (Galaxy Note3)</td>
<td>Quad-core 2.3 GHz</td>
<td>3 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.1.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OnePlus One</td>
<td>Quad-core 2.5 GHz</td>
<td>3 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.1.2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Motorola RAZR i</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.1.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>SM-G920F (Galaxy S6)</td>
<td>Quad-core 2.1 GHz</td>
<td>3 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.1:** All the devices used in the study, and the testbed system in running

#### 5.2.1 Case Study Configurations

This case study adopted 8 devices, 7 of them (device 1-7 in Table 5.1) were service providers and one (device 0 in Table 5.1) was the composition client. They all installed the same version of the GoCoMo App. These devices were connected to a desktop that ran the Android Device Monitor. To demonstrate the feasibility of GoCoMo, a set of scenarios were used, varying in composition complexity and service availability. The scenarios used in the study are described in Table 5.2.

The composition complexity was determined by services available in a network. Similar to those used in [Chen and Clarke, 2014, Kalasapur et al., 2007], the thesis adopted services that convert alphabets. More specifically, a service $s_{A \rightarrow B}$ can produce an output
of type $B$ if it receives an input of type $A$ [Kalasapur et al., 2007], and is named linear-service. A service $s_{DF\rightarrow Z}$ can produce an output of type $Z$ if it receives two inputs of type $D$ and $F$ [Chen and Clarke, 2014], and is named join-service. The thesis used 8 unique linear-services and 1 join-service in 8 different scenarios (see Table 5.2) in each of which a subset of these services were deployed on the 7 service providers. Every service subset supports a particular service flow to transfer data $A$ to $Z$. The service flows for the 8 scenarios are shown in Figure 5.2 An individual service provider hosts only one service, and a copy of a service can be deployed on one or more providers. The case study achieved diverse composition complexities through different service flows for the same composition goal, which was for services that can support alphabet transformations from $A$ to $Z$. This case study used 4 service flows varying in composition length (the number of service instances per request).

Service providers’ mobility is one of the most important factor that causes changes in service availability. However, mobility models are difficult to apply in a real world implementation. The case study used a Wake/Sleep pattern for service providers to
manage their availability. Every service provider has two states: *Wake* and *Sleep*, and the default state is *Wake*. During the *Wake* state, the service provider can process GoCoMo messages and service requests. When the *Sleep* state gets activated, the service provider freezes any composition process it participates in, and stops its communication with any other entities in the network. In other words, during the *Sleep* state, the service provider is inaccessible, but still keeps the cached data of composition processes. Each state’s activation and duration are determined only by the local device, according to a predefined probability and random variables. As presented in Table 5.2, this study used static a network that keeps all service provider wake and a dynamic network that allows service providers to periodically (period(D)=1s) “flip a coin” to decide if they remain to their current state or activate the other state. The possibility for a ”Wake state” is 0.8 (P=0.8).

In the above scenarios, no centralized knowledge base or central composition controller was used. In particular, when a GoCoMo system gets initialised, each service provider only has information about its own service, which is the only knowledge that can be used at the start of a local service composition process. Such knowledge is expanded through interactions with other participants during composition processes. For example, by joining a testbed network a participant can obtain a list of addresses of its direct
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**Table 5.2: Scenarios for the case study, (seq) = sequential service flow, (p) = parallel service flow, P = probability of *Wake state*, D = duration of *Wake/Sleep state***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_A\rightarrow B$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_B\rightarrow C$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_C\rightarrow D$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_D\rightarrow E$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_C\rightarrow Z$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_D\rightarrow Z$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_E\rightarrow Z$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_B\rightarrow F$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{DF}\rightarrow Z$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service flows</td>
<td>3/$A\rightarrow Z$ (seq)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4/$A\rightarrow Z$ (seq)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/$A\rightarrow Z$ (seq)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/$A\rightarrow Z$ (p)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service availability</td>
<td>P=1 (static)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P=0.8, D=1s</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
neighbours, and by receiving a GoCoMo discovery message, a participant can get the path length of discovered composites.

5.2.2 Samples and Results

The case study evaluation measured observed the performance of GoCoMo from each individual mobile device’s point of view. These measurements contain observations of two service composition cases. The composition planning case adopted Scenario 1.1-1.4, using evaluation metric 1 and 2 to assess whether the proposed backward planning algorithm can support complex composition planning in infrastructure-less networks. The number of failed planning-based discoveries out of 50 composition attempts were counted in each experiment. The adaptation case applied evaluation metric 3 in Scenario 1.5-1.8, comparing against a service composition model with no adaptation support, to assess whether the proposed adaptation mechanism can reduce execution failure in a dynamic environment. The case study also assessed GoCoMo’s maximal CPU usage and memory usage on different mobile devices.

5.2.2.1 Composition Planning Case

GoCoMo’s feasibility in a network that is infrastructure-less and requires flexible composition planning were demonstrated from the perspectives of both composition clients and service providers. A composition client measured the overall discovery and execution failures as well as their response time, and the service providers that participated in a composition process measured the time spent on local composition planning and execution.

The composition client initialised a time $T_{\text{discovery}}$ for the composition discovery process after a composition request was sent, and the client detected and recorded a discovery failure if no composition complete token has been received when $T_{\text{discovery}}$ expired (see Section 3.4.2 on page 60). Execution failures were measured in a similar way and used an execution time $T_{\text{exe}}$. The response time for service discovery was the duration from the time a client issues a composition request to the first discovery result being returned to the client, and the response time for service execution was the duration from the time a composition invocation token is sent to receiving a composition result.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the number of GoCoMo’s discovery and execution failures out of 50 attempts on a static network, and (b) shows the response time. The results show that GoCoMo was able to compose and execute different service flows depending on existing services using the same composition goal. It was difficult to avoid failures given the use of unreliable bluetooth-based communication channels and the limited number of service providers. The response time was decoupled, and represented by the discovery time (the green parts in Figure 5.3(b)) and the execution time (the grey parts). The discovery time was in range of 9.241-12.248 seconds. It was much beyond the tolerable value for a simple information query of 2 seconds\(^2\). However, this range is around the upper limit of mobile users’ acceptable waiting time for applications, approximately 7 – 12 seconds [Niida et al., 2010]. Similarly, the length of execution was in range of 7.142-11.992 seconds, and did not exceed the tolerable value for a task operation, 15 seconds\(^3\).

Table 5.3 illustrates the performance of GoCoMo on each individual service provider. The build time was the time spent on initialising the GoCoMo App, which varies depending on the deployment device’s computation power. The planning time was the duration of a local composition planning process starting from receiving a composition request and ending when a fragment of an execution path (a direction in the guidepost,}

\(^2\)A tolerable waiting time for a simple information query is about 2 seconds [Nah, 2004].

\(^3\)For operating tasks, the waiting time should be within 15 seconds [Miller, 1968].
Table 5.3: Service provider’s time consumption (ms) on each step in the GoCoMo service composition process, the average number of sent messages and the average size (byte) of them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Build</th>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Msg</th>
<th>Msg size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

see Section 4.4.1 on page 92 is generated. A device started timing the execution process right after receiving a service invocation message, and stopped before sending out a message to invoke the next service. Msg represents the number of messages generated and transmitted from the device during composition, and Msg size represents the average size of these messages. The results show that the local composition process itself is efficient as the average performance time (time spent on planning and execution) for every device is small (< 200 ms). As the evaluation network was established in ad hoc mode, establishing message transmission channel was slow, which causes the high global response time (Figure 5.3(b)). Service providers only sent 2 messages, and the messages’ size were 227 (byte), on average. In scenario 1.4, device 1 and 4 generated bigger messages, 264 (byte) on average. They hosted service $s_{C \rightarrow D}$ and $s_{B \rightarrow F}$, respectively, and received discovery messages from the device who provided join-service $s_{DF \rightarrow Z}$. None of them can satisfy the goal of data $D$ and $F$ independently, and so device 1 and 4 cached information about the unfinished goal in their sending-out discovery messages. As a result, they sent bigger messages.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the overall performance of GoCoMo in different scenarios, where (a) Max. CPU usage represents the GoCoMo App’s maximal CPU usage in composition processes, and (b) Max. memory usage represents the maximal memory usage. The
results show that GoCoMo’s CPU usage was below 16.04%, and was even smaller on devices that had more computing resources. The most RAM-costly process occurred on device 6 (Motorola RAZR i) and 7 (SM-G920F (Galaxy S6)). This is because that Motorola RAZR i has limited resources comparing to the rest of devices, and SM-G920F’s processor (Galaxy S6) trades off CPU usage to RAM usage. Although they were less efficient, their memory usage were only very small portion of the total, 1.1%. On the other hand, the GoCoMo App implemented GoCoMo’s service provider and client modules in a integrated architecture. They have the potential to be implemented as adjustable modules, by which a pure service provider does not have to load the modules that support a composition client’s behaviour to reduces resource consumption on resource-constrained devices.

5.2.2.2 Adaptation Case

The adaptation case compared GoCoMo’s adaptable composite against a service composition model using static composites, and measured composition response time and failure numbers. The results are shown in Figure 5.5. Overall, the failure rate for the two approaches increased with longer composites and more complex control logic. In addition, comparing to the results illustrated in Figure 5.3(a), GoCoMo produced more failures in scenarios (1.5-1.8) with dynamic service availability, but GoCoMo had less
Figure 5.5: GoCoMo’s feasibility on dynamic networks: (a) discovery and execution failures out of 50 attempts on a static network, (b) response time for the composition discovery process and the service execution process.

failures than the static composite approach. The static composite approach’s response time in scenario 1.5-1.8 was similar to that of GoCoMo in scenario 1.1-1.4 (Figure 5.3(b)). However, GoCoMo, in scenario 1.5-1.8, took longer to return a composition result than the static composite approach. This is because GoCoMo adapts the execution path when a selected one becomes unavailable, which requires re-invoking services, taking extra time.

This case study has demonstrated how GoCoMo addresses this thesis’s challenges by supporting dynamic planning and self-organised service composition. The composition planning case showed that GoCoMo can reason about different service flows according to services available in the network, and the composition response time was acceptable. Given a slow messaging channel was used in this case, the response time has the potential to be further reduced by employing an advanced wireless protocol with fast transmission like WiFi or UWB.

As the case study adopted a small scale scenario, and a short distance transmission technology, this study did not include an analysis on GoCoMo’s scalability or an investigation into GoCoMo’s heuristic service discovery model. Moreover, the ad hoc network used in this study is static, so only unanticipated service availability was modelled, leaving the issue of dynamic network/service topology to be explored [Chen and Clarke, 2014]. The global composition performance of GoCoMo in environments with dynamic
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4 A transmission on WiFi channel and on UWB channel can be about 75 times an 154 times faster than that on a Bluetooth channel, accordingly [Lee et al., 2007].
network/service topology and the large scale scenarios are analysed using a simulation study, and presented in the next section.

5.3 Simulation Studies

Software-based simulations have been widely accepted in MANET research as an evaluation method [Hogie et al., 2006]. Such simulations are low-cost, scalable and capable of modelling devices’ different mobility behaviours.

5.3.1 Environment Configurations

This thesis used ns-3 platform for its simulation, and deployed GoCoMo-ns3 (see Section 4.6.2 and Appendix A.2) in a system with Intel Core i7-2600, CPU 3.4GHz, 8G RAM, running the Ubuntu 12.04.5 Desktop(32-bit).

5.3.1.1 General Settings

The experiment setting for this simulation were chosen according to recommendations [Kotz et al., 2004] for MANETs. Specifically, the simulation used AODV\(^5\) for service routing and, for simplicity, considered only 2-dimensional 1000*1000 (m\(^2\)) terrain. The other settings like the number of nodes and communication distance refer to state of the

\(^5\)See Ad-hoc on-demand distance vector routing in [Perkins and Belding-Royer, 1999]
art research for MANETs [Groba and Clarke, 2014, Li et al., 2015], as shown in Table 5.3.

**Mobility Model and Node Topology.** In the simulation, a random position is assigned to each node when an experiment gets initialised. The movement of a node during the experiment is controlled by a 2D random walk mobility model. In this mobility model, a node’s movement is determined by a previously assigned speed as well as a constant time interval or a constant travel distance. At the end of the time or the distance, the network simulator calculates a new direction and speed for the node. All the nodes created in the simulation communicate using WiFi 802.11b in ad hoc mode. The communication range(distance) used in the simulation refers to outdoor WiFi communication distance, up to 250(m).

**Services.** The simulation creates a number of nodes during initialisation. One of them is a service client, and the rest are service providers. The simulation assumed a network with a low composition demand (one composition request each run), since the current version of GoCoMo does not provide a mechanism that addresses invocation failures caused by multiple composition processes competing for one service provider. Each service provider hosts one service, which is assigned a random execution time ranging from 0.01(s) to 0.1 (s). The number of and the type of services are scenario-specific. Every individual evaluation scenario contains a number of different services and their duplicates, one per service provider (node). The simulation used alphabet transformation services that are similar to that were used in the case study introduced in Section 5.2.1. The simulation adopted a fixed semantic matchmaking delay [Klusch 2012] to minimise the variance performance of the GoCoMo composition process caused by different delays, easing the measurement of response time.

**5.3.1.2 Evaluation Scenarios**

GoCoMo was simulated with configurations that differ in their service density, node mobility and the complexity of service composition. These configurations included a set of controlled variables that define 4 different scenarios. Table 5.3 illustrates these scenarios marked from 2.1 to 2.4. The two columns on the left represent configuration parameters and their values.
Environmental configuration. The simulation defined service density ranging from 20 to 50 nodes and mobility including speed intervals 0-2 (human walking), 2-8 (slow vehicles) and 8-13 (motor vehicles) m/s for random value taking. The type of service flows are the potential order and structure of discovered services that may be formed by a composition planning model according to these services’ I/O dependency. Sequential service flows are the basic structure of a service composite, and contains only linear-services. Parallel and hybrid service flows include join-services, and are complex because of their control logic, but need to be flexible in some cases like when aggregation of data from different sources is needed. The simulation used different sets of services. For example, consider a scenario consisting of 5 different services, where a copy of each service can be deployed on one or more nodes in the network. In such a system, service composition could entail anything from 2-5 services involving multiple alternatives for each service.

The number of service instances per request refers to the complexity of a requested service composite, defined in composition requests. This simulation measured 5-service-instance composites and 10-service-instance composites in a scenario consisting of 10 different services. It also measured 5-service-instance composites in parallel execution flows in scenarios consisting of 5-15 different services. GoCoMo defines a composition request using input data and goals rather than conceptual composites (see Definition on page 60) and assumes a client has no knowledge about the service availability in its local environment. So generally, a client cannot foresee the final composed service composite’s complexity at the beginning (i.e, when issuing the request). The simulation controlled such complexity by initialising a service network containing a particular set of services, and measured network traffic and response time when resolving service composition in different complexities.

System configuration. To enable separate measurements on the performance of GoCoMo’s composition planning model, execution model, and heuristic discovery model, the simulation also included configurations on GoCoMo itself. GoCoMo’s heuristic discovery model (see Section 3.4.3) uses a value to represent the model’s interference degree (see \( d \) in Equation 3.5 on page 73), which indicates the model’s influence on request flooding, and is determined by local network properties (e.g., the number of direct neighbours). In general, all the service providers (nodes) cannot have the same local network properties, e.g., equal in the number of neighbours, since the nodes are owned
Table 5.5: Scenarios for the simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>2.1</th>
<th>2.2</th>
<th>2.3</th>
<th>2.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental configuration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service density</td>
<td>20 (sparse)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 (medium-dense)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 (dense)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 (extra-dense)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility (m/s)</td>
<td>0-2 (slow)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-8 (medium-fast)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8-13 (fast)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of service flows</td>
<td>sequential</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>parallel</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hybrid</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of services</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service instance per request</td>
<td>5 (simple request)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 (complex request)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System configuration</strong></td>
<td>composition planning</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>execution</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td>⨂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic level (interference degree)</td>
<td>5 (strong interference)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (weak interference)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 (no interference)</td>
<td>⨂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by third-parties, not distributed evenly, and dynamically change their positions. Service providers in the same network are likely to have different interference degrees, and the interference degree for each service provider changes over time. This simulation simplified this, and made all the service providers share the same interference degree to evaluate how varying interference degrees affect the GoCoMo composition model in different environments. This study used 6 degrees of interference signed from 0 to 5, and degree 0 means that GoCoMo has no interference on flooding, which means the request flooding is uncontrolled. Degree 5 represents the highest interference degree.

Scenario 2.1 Composition length, mobility and network density’s influence on the flexibility of service planning

This scenario investigates how the composition length, mobility and network density impact the flexibility of service planning. This scenario used 10 different services, two
levels of request complexity: 5-service and 10-service composite, and sequential service 
flows. GoCoMo is configured to support composition planning and using uncontrolled 
request flooding. In this scenario, planning failure rate, the number of sending messages 
and response time were measured.

**Scenario 2.2 Composition length, mobility and network density’s influence on the flexibility of service execution**

This scenario explores how the composition length, mobility and network density impact 
the flexibility of service execution. This scenario has the same environmental configura-
tion as Scenario 2.1, and configures GoCoMo to support a full functionality of service 
composition including composition planning and execution. Similar to Scenario 2.1, its 
request flooding is uncontrolled.

**Scenario 2.3 Impact of heuristic service discovery**

This scenario investigates how GoCoMo’s different interference degrees affect the flexi-
bility of the composition discovery process. This scenario used complex requests since 
complex requests lead to more service providers participating in the request resolving 
and in turn are likely to generate more discovery messages. Controlled flooding is de-
signed to reduce message transmission, which in turn reduces message loss caused by 
packet collision. This scenario employed all 6 interference degrees to demonstrate how 
the heuristic service discovery affects the failure rate and the system traffic in a set of 
environments.

**Scenario 2.4 Impact of environment including complex service flows**

Composites containing different service flows may increase the chance of more service 
providers being used to solve a request. It may also improve the quality of the final 
result were used. This scenario explores the impact of environments including complex 

---

6See Section 5.3.3.2 for packet collision
Table 5.6: Comparison of the baseline CoopC with proposed GoCoMo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CoopC</th>
<th>GoCoMo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composition planning</td>
<td>Traditional backward</td>
<td>Backward supports parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service invocation</td>
<td>Decentralised</td>
<td>Decentralised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request routing</td>
<td>Broadcast flood</td>
<td>Heuristic broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic binding</td>
<td>QoS-driven</td>
<td>On demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault tolerance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Dynamic recovery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2 Baseline approach

For the proposes of establishing a good baseline against which to compare GoCoMo, this study has combined state-of-the-art functionality. In particular, a decentralised co-operative discovery model [Furno and Zimeo, 2013] combined with a continuing message passing model [Yu, 2009] that enables decentralized service invocation. This baseline approach is referred to as CoopC in the following sections. Note that there are service composition approaches [Groba and Clarke, 2014, Kang et al., 2008, Pirrò et al., 2012, Prinz et al., 2008] related to this research, but the simulation did not consider them as baseline approaches because their composition discovery processes are workflow-driven, which is inflexible (see Section 2.3.3 on page 34).

CoopC’s cooperative discovery employs a traditional backward goal-driven service query and forward service construction mechanism. It generates a sequential service flow as the discovery result. However, CoopC’s offline approach to service planning means that it does not support run-time service composite adaptation. Unlike the cooperative discovery model used as an input to CoopC [Furno and Zimeo, 2013, 2014], this study has implemented CoopC to start service execution when the first pre-execution plan is found. The plan is passed through the service execution path to indicate which service will be invoked for subsequent execution. This makes CoopC and GoCoMo more comparable when measuring response time. In addition, the latest version of CoopC assumes that a semantic service overlay network is previously cached to facilitate service discovery [Furno and Zimeo, 2014]. Given the infrastructure-less nature of our target network, this study went for an early version of CoopC [Furno and Zimeo, 2013] that uses request flooding for service discovery instead of the overlay infrastructure. CoopC’s service execution was based on a decentralised message-passing model [Yu, 2009] that passes an invocation message from one service to its successive service. Yu [2009] recovers a failed execution process by giving the failed service a second attempt, which is controlled...
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5.3.3 Simulation Results and Analysis

5.3.3.1 Flexibility of Service Planning

This study applied scenario 2.1, and measured planning failure rate in the simulated target environment, to quantify the flexibility of service planning. The failure rate and the GoCoMo composition planning model’s performance are illustrated in Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. On finding pre-execution plans, GoCoMo shows a higher...
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Figure 5.7: The mean and standard deviations for the discovery time in mobile networks: (a) 5 service instance per request, (b) 10 service instance per request

GoCoMo’s system traffic:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobility</th>
<th>Slow mobility</th>
<th>Medium-fast mobility</th>
<th>fast mobility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 services</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 services</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>1268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.8: The mean and standard deviations for the discovery traffic in mobile networks: (a) 5 service instance per request, (b) 10 service instance per request
possibility of returning a pre-execution plan than CoopC (Figure 5.6(a) and (b)). In particular, with the increasing complexity of service composition (Figure 5.6(c)), GoCoMo raised about $0 - 6\%$ failures while CoopC raised approximately $0 - 8\%$ failures in most of the scenarios. The results also show that GoCoMo discovery spent less time than CoopC to return the first pre-execution plan (Figure 5.7), but it sent slightly more messages than CoopC’s discovery model (Figure 5.8(b)) to resolve a simple request in the sparse scenario (20 nodes) and the medium-dense scenario (30 nodes).

GoCoMo discovers more quickly, since it is not like its counterpart that requires one more step to finish the service discovery process, which constructs a pre-execution composite by forwarding a construction message to all the participant service providers after the backward service query. GoCoMo allows the fragments of execution plans to be selected and cooperate at execution time. GoCoMo produces slightly more traffic in some scenarios as it discovers more service links to find various possible execution paths for a single pre-execution plan.

5.3.3.2 Adaptability of Composite Services

A composite solution is adaptable if the system is able to compose solutions and complete service execution even in a mobile environment. The execution failure rate was calculated to show such adaptability for GoCoMo and CoopC. In this simulation, scenario 2.2 was used, and both of the approaches are implemented such that service execution starts immediately when the first pre-execution plan is returned to the client.

For execution failure rate (Figure 5.9) GoCoMo is more successful compared to CoopC in sparse networks for most scenarios (20 nodes) and also in dense networks (30-50 nodes). CoopC produced heavy system traffic during service execution (see Figure 5.11) when service density increases. This is because when the first returned plan is applied for execution, CoopC may still have participants that are performing service discovery (mainly in the forwarding process for service construction). Such system traffic occurs at anytime less than $t$, for $t \in [0.55, 5.3]$s, which indicates a frequent interaction between composition participants\(^7\). Frequent interactions in a network increases the possibility of high packet collision failures\[^{\text{Lipman et al. 2009 Jun et al. 2010}}\]. Therefore, CoopC

\(^7\)Service execution time interval $[0.55, 5.3]$s is calculated by removing the time spent on discovery (in Figure 5.7) from the response time (in Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.9: Execution failure rate in mobile networks: (a) 5 service instance per request, (b) 10 service instance per request

Figure 5.10: The mean and standard deviations for the response time in mobile networks: (a) 5 service instance per request, (b) 10 service instance per request
had more failures even though service density is increased. Although GoCoMo had
the same tendency when service density increases from 40 to 50, in general, GoCoMo
produced less failures than CoopC in dense networks. Starting service execution after
the service discovery process leads to all participants reducing some interactions in the
service execution process, which may prevent such frequent interactions, but it delays
the service composition process, which may cause even more fails because of service path
loss in a mobile environment [Groba and Clarke 2014, Groba and Clarke 2011]. With a
high service density (e.g., above 40 services), GoCoMo in a fast mobility network returns
about $0 - 17.33\%$ more fails than in a medium-fast mobility network or a slow mobility
network. In a low service density network (e.g., a network with 20 services), the failures
increase to $4.67 - 25.33\%$. This is because low service density networks only have a
limited number of services in a node’s communication range, which makes it hard for
GoCoMo to find alternative service execution paths to replace failed paths.

For service execution performance, the response time was measured and the system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Density</th>
<th>Slow Mobility</th>
<th>Medium-Fast Mobility</th>
<th>Fast Mobility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 services</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 services</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 providers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 providers</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 providers</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 providers</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>542</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.11:** The mean and standard deviations for the overall traffic in mobile
networks: (a) 5 service instance per request, (b) 10 service instance per request.
traffic for a composition process was counted. The results (Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11) show that GoCoMo processes service composition more quickly than CoopC approach in high density scenarios and is less affected by service density. In highly dynamic (fast) networks, the time spent on service composition for GoCoMo increases slightly faster than that in slow networks. This is because execution failure recovery requires jumping back to an executed node. Figure 5.11 shows that GoCoMo generates less traffic compared to CoopC, because CoopC merges all the partial plans during service discovery, which increases interactions among participants.

5.3.3.3 Impact of Heuristic Service Discovery

GoCoMo applied a heuristic service discovery mechanism. The selection of the interference degree may affect the results for returning a composition solution. Because a low interference degree can lead to more discovery messages that may increase the possibility of packet collisions and packet loss [Lipman et al., 2009], and in turn composition failures, while a high interference degree in some cases may result in a limited discovery scope, and are likely to increase discovery failures. A test used scenario 2.3 was run to measure this influence, which assumed all the nodes in the network use the same interference degree for simplicity. The test applied 6 levels of heuristic discovery from 0 to 5. Level 0 means there is no interference, and the level 5 process used the highest interference degree. Figure 5.12 shows that, in a medium-dense network (30 services) with medium-fast mobility, a high discovery interference (i.e., 5) will reduce composition failures. This is because, in such a dense network, even a small search scope can support
Figure 5.13: Interference degrees affect the system traffic

enough backup execution paths for failure recovery, while it sends less query messages than its high level counterparts, which reduces the potential for packet collision failures.

Figure 5.13 illustrates the system traffic in a medium-fast network with different interference degrees and service density. As shown in Figure 5.8 and 5.11, service providers’ mobility has very limited impact on GoCoMo’s system traffic, and so this simulation only presents GoCoMo’s system traffic in a medium-fast network as a representative case. The result shows that a high discovery interference can reduce system traffic, especially in a dense service network. However, in a sparse service network, a high interference degree can increases composition failures (Figure 5.12), as it may imply a comparatively small search scope.

5.3.3.4 Planning Complex Service Flows

The evaluation scenario (scenario 2.4) for assessing the support for complex service flows contains one client node and 5-15 different atomic services and their duplicates, one per service provider. These atomic services vary in the type and the number of their input and output parameters. This reflects that when service instances engage in a workflow, each may have multiple, differing in-degrees and out-degrees\(^8\). The potential service flows constructed by these atomic services for a composite service is illustrated in Figure 5.14. These service flows connect participating services relying on their data dependency, which include sequential workflow models (model a), parallel workflow models (model

\[^8\text{In-degree and out-degree indicate the number of connections entering and leaving a workflow node, respectively [Kiepuszewski et al., 2000].}\]
c and d), and hybrid workflows (model b) [Kiepuszewski et al., 2000] [Liu and Kumar, 2005]. Each of them includes 5 service instances. All the service flows start and end with the client node that issues a service query, looking for a service composite that converts data $X$ to $Y$. GoCoMo’s failure rate on scenarios that contain the different kinds of flows are shown in Figure 5.15. It was simulated under medium-fast networks. On returning
solutions (Figure 5.14), GoCoMo supports scenario c the best, and has more failures in the scenario with type-d services. CoopC supports only type-a (sequential) services, and so only GoCoMo results are illustrated.

5.4 Evaluation Summary

This chapter outlined GoCoMo’s evaluation, including a prototype case study and a simulation-based experiment. The evaluation used a set of criteria driven by this thesis’s challenges. In the prototype case study, GoCoMo’s feasibility in dynamic environments that have no conceptual composite or composition infrastructure was demonstrated. The simulation demonstrated GoCoMo’s success in the target environment, indicated by planning and execution failure rate, response time and system traffic.

The case study in this chapter measured CPU consumption and memory usage, and took them as the main factors that affect a model’s feasibility on mobile devices. It would also be interesting to measure service providers’ energy consumption as the battery is a constrained resource to mobile devices. However, the case study used a Android Device Monitor running on a desktop, which requires a device to be plugged into the desktop’s USB port. This means all the devices were charged during the experiment, and so battery consumption was not measured. On the other hand, the major energy consumer is wireless communications and screen. The GoCoMo App used in the case study keeps the screen active to display run-time information for evaluation, but it can be implemented as a background task. The power consumed when sending a message over a Bluetooth channel is about 0.145J/Kb [Lee et al., 2007]. The case study results have shown that the required message communication is 2 messages \( \times 227(\text{byte}) \) on average, and so the GoCoMo composition process only requires a very small battery power.

In the simulation result, GoCoMo shows a reduction in communication over a selected related approach, and with an average 2 messages for each participant using controlled request flooding. In the worst case (i.e., uncontrolled request flooding in Figure 5.13), there are an average 10 messages per node in a sparse network, 20 messages in a medium dense network, and 32 messages in a dense network sent during a service composition process. The power consumed when sending a message over a WiFi network channel is
about 0.012J/Kb \cite{Lee et al., 2007}. This thesis concludes that reasonably small battery power is required for the GoCoMo composition process.

Scenarios with a high service composition demand were not investigated. Such scenarios indicate multiple clients. GoCoMo uses on-demand binding and does not check a service’s availability immediately before invoking the service. Service invocation is likely to fail when the required service is currently occupied by another composition process. As a service composition process locks a service provider’s resource only when it is executing the required service, the length of a service’s unavailability depends on the duration of the service’s execution, which is normally predictable. Depending on a prediction of unavailable time, queuing up invocation messages when the time is short or otherwise re-selecting a service provider may solve the service invocation failure led by occupied service providers.
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Discussion and Conclusion

The research presented in this thesis has investigated a novel model for software service provision in mobile and pervasive computing environments. In particular, the research has focused on providing solutions to the challenges of composing services from multiple mobile devices, which behave in a decentralized fashion and adapt to network changes. A novel service composition model named GoCoMo that targets several service provision issues occurring in open and dynamic pervasive environments was proposed.

This chapter summaries the achievements of the research and its contributions to knowledge, discusses GoCoMo’s trade-offs, and highlights potential areas for future work.

6.1 Overview of Thesis Achievements

Introduction Chapter 1 described the motivation of the thesis that arose from new challenges of service composition in mobile and pervasive computing environments. This thesis was especially concerned with the openness and dynamism features of the environments. The chapter argued that requests for complex functionality in a smart public space can be supported by the composition of services from a number of mobile devices located in the vicinity of the requester. However, such a dynamic, open computing environment can negatively impact the service composition process. Challenges include inadequate conceptual composites, limited system knowledge, unpredictable services availability, unreliable wireless communications, and dynamic composition links,
making the discovery scope limited or service execution unstable, and therefore, composition failures can occur. The chapter analyzed the most related solutions and claimed that the existing service composition model are not flexible enough to fully address these challenges. Based on the analysis on the state of the art solutions, a hypothesis was proposed, which assumed that a novel service composition model could reduce the composition failure probability, by dynamic composition planning that engages a big scope of potential service providers, through heuristic services discovery that reduces unnecessary system traffic, and using adaptable workflow-based composites that enable flexible execution and fast but low cost failure recovery.

**State of the art** Chapter 2 reviewed the state of art research in depth, and used a taxonomy that covered the most related aspects of a service composition process, containing when and how to locate a provider, what routes a request to a destined service provider or a composition manager, how to resolve a composition request, when a service will be bound for execution, how to execute services in decentralized ways, and when and how a failure can be recovered. As a result, the chapter claimed that the combination of dynamically controlled request flooding, goal-oriented planning, on-demand service binding, self-organized composition and dynamic failure recovery can provide a promising solution to the research presented in the thesis. However, existing approaches fail to bridge the gap between the solution and the target environment, as they are either inflexible about service discovery and planning or have limited adaptability.

**Design** Chapter 3 presented GoCoMo. To address the above issues, the thesis outlined a number of design requirements that GoCoMo must fulfill, and designed GoCoMo using a set of design concepts that entirely satisfy the requirements. More specifically, first, GoCoMo designed a planning-based composition announcement that allows service providers to update and pass a composition request to discover a service composite hop by hop, and only announces the finished composite to the requester. Second, GoCoMo dynamically controls request flooding according to the density of each service provider’s neighbour services and the global service discovery and execution’s time constraints, which trades off discovery scope with system traffic. Third, a flexible backward planning was designed to enable parallel and hybrid service flows when they are necessary. Fourth, GoCoMo selects service providers based on the estimated path reliability. Such path reliability values are calculated during service discovery and differ in every participant. Fifth, GoCoMo used dynamic service binding and only locks a service provider’s resource
during the service’s execution. Sixth, to adapt a composed service and engage the newly emerged service provider, GoCoMo allows service providers to proactively announce their available services. Composition participants receive such announcements and invite appropriate service providers to participate in a composition process. Last, service providers in GoCoMo only maintain execution paths linking to their subsequent services. The admission of service execution control is passed from one service provider to another.

**Implementation** The implementation of GoCoMo was presented in Chapter 4. GoCoMo was realised as an application layer middleware that connects services that are deployed in different devices by composing them according to their I/O dependency. The middleware’s modules and the inner-module implementation were specified in the chapter. The chapter also included two prototypes of GoCoMo, GoCoMo App and GoCoMo-ns3, that implemented the modules in the GoCoMo middleware, and were used for evaluation.

**Evaluation** The evaluation of GoCoMo was described in Chapter 5, which showed GoCoMo’s suitability and limitations in dynamic pervasive computing environments, and included two detailed evaluations, a prototype case study and a simulation. The prototype case study deployed GoCoMo App in a testbed composed by a set of real mobile devices, measured its performance on each individual devices, and demonstrated that GoCoMo can flexibly compose a number of diverse functionalities (services) deployed in diverse Android-based mobile devices to support a user’s request. The simulation adopted 4 different scenarios and ran GoCoMo-ns3 in these scenarios. Results illustrated that GoCoMo is more flexible in terms of composition discovery/planning, and service execution, comparing to a service composition approach that also supports composition planning (baseline). In addition, GoCoMo produced less system traffic and spent less time on the service composition process. However, GoCoMo, similar to the baseline approach, does not solve the invocation collision problem that may occur when the demand for composition is high.

In summary, the thesis has presented a novel service composition model that does not rely on a conceptual composite, uses only local service knowledge, has low composition failure probabilities, and produces acceptable system traffic in environments where service providers are mobile, and service availability are unpredictable. The thesis’s main contribution can be concluded as:
• A heuristic service discovery model that uses a composition’s time-constraints defined by the composition requester and network properties, like node density, to prevent composition request flooding an infrastructure-less service provisioning network, while discovering sufficient potential service providers for the composition.

• A decentralized composition planning model for service composition that relies on an extension of goal-driven planning, supporting sequential, parallel and hybrid service flows.

• A composite adaptation and execution mechanism that is based on a novel notion for decentralized service execution: execution guideposts and directions, which offers more flexibility for composition participants when selecting a service provider to execution at runtime.

6.2 Discussion

GoCoMo generally reduces the failure rate of service composition in dynamic, open pervasive computing environments. Specifically, flexible compositions of services are possible by using the proposed goal-driven composition planning model, and the impact of changes in the operating environments can be reduced by GoCoMo’s adaptation and execution mechanism with a reasonable cost. This section discusses open issues that have not been targeted in the previous chapters but are essential in some cases.

6.2.1 Service Flows

GoCoMo is designed for mobile and pervasive computing applications that require multiple participants, and run in dynamic ad hoc environments. GoCoMo allows the generic processes of smart public spaces for pervasive computing, like multiple-source information querying, mobile-sensing, data aggregation, and in-network data processing to be planned and executed in a decentralized manner. It also raises the potential for more complex functionalities like the messaging-based concierge service [Shaffer and Keaveney, 2012] [Breau et al., 2013] to be applied in pervasive computing environments.
However, when executing a parallel service flow, GoCoMo selects a join-node before the parallel service flow gets invoked. This makes it costly to recover a parallel service flow comprising long branches when the selected join-node is missing, as re-selecting a join-node has to go back to the beginning of the branch (see results in Section 5.3.3.4). In addition, as service flows that include iterative logic have not been addressed, GoCoMo does not suit applications that imply iterative transactions, such as e-commerce and intelligent control.

6.2.2 Privacy and Security

The work in this thesis relies on services that are likely to be offered by third-party providers to resolve users’ request and process their data. With regard to privacy and security concerns, a trustworthy service provider network is assumed in this research, or service selection should be based on services’ trustworthiness levels, represented by data from off-device authorities like reputation ratings [Mallayya et al., 2015] or reviews. GoCoMo does go some way towards privacy and security issues because of its backward planning model. In general, hop-by-hop processing may expose the overall control and dataflow to assigned providers. GoCoMo’s backward composition model partitions the dataflow and the composition requester’s goal. In particular, a service provider cannot see the whole data flow and the requester’s data is not visible to the full service-flow’s provider (i.e., the ending services’ provider). In a network where individual service providers do not share any data except for those that are essential to finishing a composition process, the backward composition model can prevent an entire dataflow or service flow being exposed to any service provider.

6.2.3 Semantic Matchmaking

GoCoMo discovers services with a combination of multicast routing and constrained flooding. Semantic matchmaking is assumed for service matching, though no semantic matchmaking infrastructure is required for service discovery, e.g., pre-established semantic overlay [Pirrò et al., 2012]. This implies that dynamic matchmaking is used, which matches local services to a received composition request at runtime. GoCoMo searches for services by dynamically matching the composition goal provided by a client to the input/output (I/O) parameters of a service, but no specific matchmaker (e.g., iSeM,
OWLS-SLRlite, COV4SWS, etc.) or Semantic Overlay Networks (SON) is assumed in this work. The feasibility and performance of different semantic matchmakers has been studied by Klusch [2012], and are outside the scope of this thesis. A SON may introduce maintenance overhead to the system, however, semantic dependency overlays have the potential to be used to support the discovery model described in this thesis, and may achieve more efficient service discovery in a particular scenario where dynamic semantic matchmaking is time intensive. However, for resource-constrained devices, the cost of maintaining a semantic overlay network, may make participation in such an open, sharing model infeasible. A mechanism that can cope with fast and lightweight semantic matchmaking is still required.

6.2.4 High Composition Demand

GoCoMo uses planning-based composition announcements, which means service providers decide whether or not to participate in a composition process to reason about a composite and provide services. GoCoMo’s service selection is based on execution path’s reliability. A popular service provider is likely to be subscribed frequently, and so may have to maintain many execution guideposts for different compositions at the same time, such a service has, as a result, a high probability of being unavailable. If it is possible, such kinds of services should be avoided as a primary service at service binding and invocation.

On the other hand, in a network with a high composition demand, selecting a popular service for execution is probable, as a lot of service providers may be over-subscribed. It is worth exploring how to optimise the schedule of service invocation requests for different composition processes, to minimise the length of a service’s unavailability.

6.3 Future Work

The current version of GoCoMo suggests using existing semantic matchmaking models, but GoCoMo’s prototypes only implemented a syntactic matchmaker. Current semantic matchmakers that have been employed by service composition approaches are generally based on centralized ontology bases [Hibner and Zielinski 2007, Oh et al. 2008, Ren et al. 2011, Rodriguez-mier et al. 2012], rely on infrastructures which are
insufficiently flexible [Davidyuk and Georgantas 2011, Fujii and Suda 2005, Mokhtar et al. 2008, Pirrò et al. 2012] or allow for dynamic infrastructure-less matchmaking but resource-consuming [Kluschi 2012]. Further work can be done on supporting semantic matchmaking that are lightweight and flexible.

GoCoMo mainly considers service execution time as the QoS attribute and the length of the link as the factor that influences path reliability. More attributes like service reputation and bandwidth can be added to the context. Further research on modelling path reliability in the target environment with more QoS attributes will be required to support more exhaustive reliability estimation, resulting in possibly less composition disruption.

This thesis focuses on the application-level and addresses the combination of services instead of devices. Service composition can combine services from different devices or the same device. Existing research [Bianchini and Antonellis 2008] distinguishes the link that connects services in the same device and that connects services in different devices as inter-peer links and intra-peer links, respectively. Inter-peer service connections and the management of them has not been studied in the thesis. Analysis of different inter-peer link estimation and management mechanisms [Prinz et al. 2008] will be needed to improve the flexibility of GoCoMo.
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Further Implementation Detail: Prototypes

A.1 GoCoMo App

GoCoMo App is an Android application that supports service provision in bluetooth-based ad hoc networks. It includes a prototype implementation of the GoCoMo middleware and a visualization module, making service provisioning lightweight and flexible. GoCoMo App supports two groups of users: composition clients and service providers. The main features of GoCoMo App are illustrated below:

- Supports most of GoCoMo's functionalities and behaviours, including composition request generation and issue for composition clients, local composition planning, decentralised composition execution and adaptation, and service advertising/inviting.
- Compatible with Android devices with API level 16 and above.
- Visualises message transmission and the local composition process.

Figure A.1 illustrates the class diagram of GoCoMo App. The message builders were presented in Figure 4.8 on page 95 in Chapter 4. The orange line wraps the group of classes introduced in the GoCoMo middleware, and the rest of the classes and packages supports functions like wireless communication and process visualization.
GoCoMo App did not implement GoCoMo’s heuristic discovery model because BlueHoc, the ad hoc network used in GoCoMo App, does not support multi-hop transmission or dynamic routing. GoCoMo App can be extended to support the heuristic discovery model in Android 5.0 Lollipop (API 21) and above versions as these Android versions allow applications to directly control Bluetooth for broadcasting. GoCoMo App used JSON data to store the Guidepost object, and XML-based descriptions to specify GoCoMo messages. Figure A.2 and A.3 illustrate an example of a running service provider and a running composition client.
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A.2 GoCoMo-ns3

GoCoMo-ns3 works with ns-3 system modules, simulating the GoCoMo composition process in a WiFi ad hoc network. As illustrated in A.6, GoCoMo-ns3 is used by the Experiment class which initialises a number of wireless devices, configures their mobility models, and establishes an ad hoc networks that controls message interaction between them. GoCoMo-ns3 implemented the DataReader class to load a global service topology, since the ns-3 platform does not manage each individual node’s service information independently.
A composition request has been generated, requesting for: \( d \) and providing: \( a \) as input.

This device acts as a client, and a request has been sent.

Figure A.4: GoCoMo App: an running device that acts as a composition client

Figure A.5: GoCoMo App: a composition client gets composition result

Figure A.6: GoCoMo-ns3’s class diagram
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Evaluation Results’ Validity

B.1 Results’ Validity Using 2-Sample Z-test

B.1.1 CoopC and GoCoMo’s Service Discovery Delay

This section a. As 300 (> 30) samples were used for the simulation, this thesis uses 2-sample z-test. The testable statistical hypothesis for the simulation result are listed below: The null hypothesis ($H_0$): There is no difference between the population means of GoCoMo’s discovery time and CoopC’s discovery time on the test of discovery delay in a service composition process, that is $H_0 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 = 0$.

The alternative hypotheses ($H_1$ and $H_2$): There is a difference between the population means of GoCoMo’s discovery time and CoopC’s discovery time on the test of discovery delay in a service composition process, that is $H_1 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 < 0$ and $H_2 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 > 0$.

The results of the simulation found $z$ values under the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis shows in Table B.1.

B.1.2 CoopC and GoCoMo’s Service Discovery Traffic

The testable statistical hypothesis for the simulation result are listed below: The null hypothesis ($H_0$): There is no difference between the population means of GoCoMo’s discovery traffic and CoopC’s discovery traffic on the test of discovery traffic in a service composition process, that is $H_0 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 = 0$. 
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The alternative hypotheses ($H_1$ and $H_2$): There is a difference between the population means of GoCoMo’s discovery traffic and CoopC’s discovery traffic on the test of discovery traffic in a service composition process, that is $H_1 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 < 0$ and $H_2 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 > 0$.

The results of the simulation found $z$ values under the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis shows in Table B.2.

### Table B.1: The difference between GoCoMo’s discovery time and CoopC’s discovery time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>slow, 5 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$z$ value</td>
<td>-12.56106113</td>
<td>-16.79026592</td>
<td>-18.02333183</td>
<td>-10.69922846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mid-fast, 5 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fast, 5 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$z$ value</td>
<td>-11.54649281</td>
<td>-14.73933101</td>
<td>-17.47812923</td>
<td>-17.79875104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>slow, 10 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$z$ value</td>
<td>-32.29453272</td>
<td>-37.9788997</td>
<td>-26.56567767</td>
<td>-24.23023048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mid-fast, 10 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$z$ value</td>
<td>-19.30967952</td>
<td>-41.52542078</td>
<td>-31.77308579</td>
<td>-25.29579807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fast, 10 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.2: The difference between GoCoMo’s discovery traffic and CoopC’s discovery traffic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>slow, 5 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z value</td>
<td>-6.56873</td>
<td>8.410306</td>
<td>-9.09909</td>
<td>-2.9423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mid-fast, 5 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z value</td>
<td>-6.76328</td>
<td>11.75466</td>
<td>-8.38718</td>
<td>-10.0033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fast, 5 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z value</td>
<td>-5.6026</td>
<td>11.03799</td>
<td>-7.44844</td>
<td>-10.00331775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>slow, 10 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mid-fast, 10 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z value</td>
<td>-13.5711</td>
<td>-59.179</td>
<td>-45.8739</td>
<td>-46.6946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fast, 10 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z value</td>
<td>-11.2968</td>
<td>-42.1154</td>
<td>-46.6897</td>
<td>-35.1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.1.3 CoopC and GoCoMo’s Response Time

The testable statistical hypothesis for the simulation result are listed below: The null hypothesis ($H_0$): There is no difference between the population means of GoCoMo’s response time and CoopC’s response time on the test of response delay in a service composition process, that is $H_0 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 = 0$.

The alternative hypotheses ($H_1$ and $H_2$): There is a difference between the population means of GoCoMo’s response time and CoopC’s response time on the test of response delay in a service composition process, that is $H_1 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 < 0$ and $H_2 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 > 0$. 
Table B.3: The difference between GoCoMo’s response time and CoopC’s response time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>z value</th>
<th>H₀</th>
<th>H₁</th>
<th>H₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slow, 5 services</strong></td>
<td>-9.992451711</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.489276933</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.994816681</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-6.704062264</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mid-fast, 5 services</strong></td>
<td>-9.467088577</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.814763295</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-9.297341949</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-6.695604027</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fast, 5 services</strong></td>
<td>-7.663452997</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.307561975</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-7.978716457</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-5.49297028</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slow, 10 services</strong></td>
<td>-22.97000542</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-17.12140163</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-9.065221592</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.549828118</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mid-fast, 10 services</strong></td>
<td>-15.65747282</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-16.64296405</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.09600387</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.557499945</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fast, 10 services</strong></td>
<td>-13.60161003</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-13.03524901</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-9.110352989</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.6688557</td>
<td>reject</td>
<td>accept</td>
<td>reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the simulation found z values under the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis shows in Table B.3.

### B.1.4 CoopC and GoCoMo’s Composition Traffic

The testable statistical hypothesis for the simulation result are listed below: The null hypothesis ($H₀$): There is no difference between the population means of GoCoMo’s composition traffic and CoopC’s composition traffic on the test of composition traffic in a service composition process, that is $H₀ : μ₁ − μ₂ = 0$. 
The alternative hypotheses ($H_1$ and $H_2$): There is a difference between the population means of GoCoMo’s composition traffic and CoopC’s composition traffic on the test of composition traffic in a service composition process, that is $H_1 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 < 0$ and $H_2 : \mu_1 - \mu_2 > 0$.

The results of the simulation found $z$ values under the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis shows in Table B.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>slow, 5 services</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$z$ value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow, 10 services</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$ value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid-fast, 5 services</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$ value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid-fast, 10 services</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$ value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast, 5 services</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$ value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast, 10 services</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$ value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Glossary

• cache
A cached request sender is represented as a \( C_i \in \text{cache} \ (C_i = (S_{id}, G^{\text{matched}}, \rho)) \), where \( S_{id} \) is the unique id of the requester node (e.g., the node \( Y \)), and the set \( G^{\text{matched}} \) stores matched outputs. The parameter \( \rho \ (\rho \in (0, 1)) \) captures the progress of addressing the partially matched goal.

• composition request
A composition request is represented by \( R = \langle R_{id}, I, O, F, C \rangle \), where \( R_{id} \) is a unique id for a request. The set \( F \) represents all the functional requirements, which consists of a set of essential while unordered functions. The composition constraints set \( C \) are execution time constraints. A composition process fails if \( C \) expires and the client receives no result during service execution. A service composite request also includes a set of initial parameters (input) \( I = \{\langle I^S, I^D \rangle\} \) and a set of goal parameters (output) \( O = \{\langle O^S, O^D \rangle\} \).

• discovery message
A discovery message including a request’s remaining part \( R' \), is represented as \( DscvMsg = \langle R', \text{cache}, h \rangle \), where \( \text{cache} \) stores the progress of resolving split-join controls for parallel service flows (see Definition 6 on page 69), and \( h \) is a criterion value for request forwarding and service allocation (see Section 3.4.4 and 3.4.3).

• directions
An AND-splitting direction directly links to multiple services, which requires the composite participant to simultaneously invoke these services for execution. An
AND-joining direction links to a waypoint-service (join-node) that collects data from the composite participant and other services on different branches.

- **execution guidepost**

  An execution guidepost \( G = \langle R_{id}, D \rangle \) maintained by composite participant \( P \) includes a set of execution directions \( D \) and the id of its corresponding composite request. For each execution direction \( d_j \in D \), \( d_j \) is defined as \( \langle d_{id}^j, S_{post}, \omega, Q \rangle \), where \( d_{id}^j \) is a unique id for \( d_j \), and the set \( S_{post} \) stores \( P \)'s post-condition services that can be chosen for next-hop execution. The set \( \omega \) represents possible waypoints on the direction to indicate execution branches' join-nodes when the participant is engaged in parallel data flows. The set \( Q \) reflects the execution path’s robustness of this direction, e.g., the estimated execution path strength and the execution time (Section 3.4.4).

- **service**

  A service is described as \( S = \langle S^f, IN, OUT, QoS_{time} \rangle \), where \( S^f \) represents the semantic description of service \( S \)'s functionality. \( IN = \{\langle IN^S, IN^D \rangle \} \) and \( OUT = \{\langle OUT^S, OUT^D \rangle \} \) describe the service’s input and output parameters as well as their data types, respectively. For this work, execution time \( QoS_{time} \) is the most important QoS criterion as delay in composition and execution can cause failures [Groba and Clarke, 2014]. A service composition model should select services with short execution time to reduce delay in execution.

- **service announcement message**

  A service announcement message is described as \( SA = \langle P_{address}, OUT_p \rangle \), where \( P_{address} \) represents the unique address of the service provider, and the \( OUT_p \) is the output data that can be provided by the service provider.

- **service provider**

  A service provider is a service deployment device that has a wrapped functionality exposed through a service interface and could therefore be used remotely as a service.
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